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by Sally Thomas
\/\/hat could possibly spur Dean William Keppler and Dr. DavldTaylor
however, as each-team also
Intoa feverish exchangeof cryptic memosContaining things like "I've got strives to out-dress the others.
hlrnl" "No, you don't. He's mine! "? Is there any truth to the rumor that 'Keppler's "Misfits," for examthe ASBSU Perezldente has openly challenged .the faculty and pIe, will be lead by an imitation
administration of BSU?'On what basis could such a challenge be made! Teddy' Roosevelt -ln rough
And why would the faculty . regalia while Taylor's "Amariwives openly declare themselves - can Graffim" group goes ln for
to be witches? The answer to
bobby sox, greased-back hair,
these questions lies in the fact
and chewing gum. The "Bell,
that the artsy and crafty Fred
Book,and
Candle" coven,
Norman is up to' it again.
sometimes referred to as the
In an unprecedented move
faculty wives, and the "Greek
Free watermelon, free tickets
/.
t'
II I I f
I
Tycoons," shipping In members
to the movie "Young Frankenmtegra 109 a eve s 0 un ver- .. fronrwhere else?-the sororistein .. and a livtl band are some
sity life, the ASBSU Programs
ties and fraternities, will vie for
of' the features of the BSU
Board will present, the first
the best dressed spot along with
Organl:!ational Faire, going on
special event of the year-The
ASBSU's own three-piece poly_
today and tomorrow outside the
Golden' Age of Hollywood- The
ester "All the President's Men"
Last 50 Years: an unique
Student Union Building (or
evening of dinner theatre
and the rollicking, rowdy "Our
Inside the Bolsean Lounge if the
featuring song, dance, and a
Gang" from the residence halls
weather is foul). Many of the
. h'
d
if
and dorms. Not to be outdone,
_student organizations at Boise
quiz to dehg t an myst y
Asslstent SUB Director, Mike
State will be giving out
everyone.
Divlded-or united,
Henthorne, talks of gold-leafing'
as it were-into six teams,
informatiQn and selling refreshadrnlnlstrators,
faculty,
and
the
entire SUB Ballroom and
- ments to passersby.
students of BSU will be
SAGA Food Service plans on
The purpose of the Falre;
competing for glory as they
serving up a prime rib dinner
according to Christa Bax,·
strive to outdo one another in
with all the trimmings.
assistant director for student
fielding movie trivia qllestlons
'. affairs, Is to encourage partieunder the gaze of Norman's
lpatlon in student organizations ,
honest, impartial eye.
and events. This is the second
Competition knows no limit,
annual Faire,she noted,

2nd Or~~Fair
Full Blast
At SUB

-"

~'

Even with the advent of pre-registration, thellnes formed Inside BSU's
gym during open registration, August 28 and 29. Carol,Christensen
holds out a registration packet to yet another student who is trying to
legally attend the first day of classes. .
,

Ian
. by' Tf?rry McGuire

Plans for a single bsccalaureate and its four-point fr~

work highlighted ·the initial
speech Boise State University's
new president gave before' his
faculty and administrators Aug.

21.
Dr. John Keiser, who ran his
Introductory speech under the
banner that students are over. optioned, owing one-third of
their academic careers to
electives, included in his proposals a single, all-encompasslng
degree, the BacherOr'of Arts and
Sciences.The new degree would
be the. consummation of, the
BachfJlor of Arts and Bachelor of
ScIences programs, es eccordIng to the president, little
difference currently exists between the twO.
.
.. (It) would help assure
debate on what Is common"and
importanttoall
student," said
Keiser of his proposal, as he
expanded on' his educational
philosophy, , built around a
four-point framework of "gettough" basics.
The Initial suggestion of the
four-point plan called for a basic
literacy among university graduates for a "broader understanding .... (of) what is possible
to acquire through the stimulation and opportunity of spendIng an equivalent of. four years
ina properly focused college or
university environment.
"Resppnsibllltyfor
teaching
these skills,"
said Keiser,
!'exists at all levels of eduoation, beginning
In grade
school, and continuing ,in high
schooL The university Is obligated to assist (rather than
self-righteously criticize) the

elementary
and secondary
schools to perform this task
welL"
.
Keiser recommended, as an
ongoing evaluation process, the
insertion of a box on final and
mid-term grade reports, for the
instructor to mark off if, the
\ student was progressing well In
written and oral presentation.
The student's progress would
then be monitored throughout
the semester, and private
consultation with the advisor
would be seen as a way of
enhancing Improvement.

Keiser said that the proposed
omous departments," iniffi'
"In my opinion, Introducing.
multl-purpose pavilion .was a
plementing his proposals. Add
this element into the curriculum
key issue he would.ttke to be
to that, a system of overall
would broaden the scope.,; (of)
realized during his term. In a
evaluation where a full twenty
each student, as well as expand
recent interview
with the
. per cent. of. the university'S
theopportunltlesfor creating an
Arbiter, the president said that
courses would be reviewed each
Institutional environment suphis office, with consultation
year,' as part' of a five-year
portlve of ongoing public affairs
from ASBSU officials,
had
process.
dialogue. "
devised a .package for the
He said that such an
The third of Keiser's points
project, and that It wOuld likely
undertaking would meet Boise
- called for the ~ulring'
of
be presented to.the State Board ,
State's' broader- goals,and
Iife-19nglearnlng
skills, ODshould not be viewed as "a
,talned as an undergraduate, as
power struggle betwoon boards
_a process of sound education.
and universities, (or) inad"llie Informaiton explosion is
equate attempts by non-edobviously just beginning.;. and
ucators to establish even more
mastery of methods to deal with
centralized control .....' He called
it are necessary... (I) think that
upon the faculty to meet these
our first obligation is to~ffow
requests.
students how to learn on their
own, rather than at state
expense, and that there would
-be less need for ' continuing
education if we did our job in tna
first place."
Keiser's final point, mastery
of discipline, ,is seen as
"Anybody who'sthe conservatives' radical and the
. lmportsnt, but' SUbordinate in
liberals' conservative can't be all wrong."
total scopeto his call to heed the
three previous points. He said,
"Majors should traln people to
find a place in society.. : and
should also produce a familiarity
with the disciplines which allow
for thsconttnuat Updating and
contlnuedIearntnq throughout
- life." He added, "The bac. calaureate curriculum is the
primary statement Boise State
makes about itself,what
it '
intends to contribute to the
development of its students,
and ' what it beHeves to be
Significant in its serVice to
society."
Keiser, also asked for. the
"cooperative cohesion" of the
university's schools, rather than, •
what he term~ "serni~ aulon-

WHITE W~RFflRE:
OPINION

N€WFOLI(AT

.

The president's second proposal, owing to the university's
location In the state capital,
caneq tor the Installation of' a.
"core" unit of six hours in
public affairs, as partofthe new
8achelor of Arts and Sciences·
degree. Keiser said the six-hour
block woilld "bring an interdisciplinarY focus upon current
public problems and policy
issues,"In
which students
become "more informed citizensand pollQY-consciousprofesslonals.
.
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of Education this fall. The
pavilion, to be supported with
student funds if given the
go-ahead from the board, has
yet to be fully drawn up, but
Keiser, nonetheless, reiterated
his support for it before. the
assemblage, calling it "in
agreement" with his educational philosophies.
Keiser, in. summation, said,
"the university .... (should) be
based ona
baccalaureate
program of true excellence,
delivered from a tightly managed structure increasingly accountable to the public, especially In those areascentral to the
meaning of (the university), l.e.,

literacy, learning, public affairs,
and mastery of academic discipline."

...~!~on«!.i~~_!!!~~~~ro!
t!.'~I!°r!~i2!!~~
to society and religious conflict
in India <l[ethe highlight of this
semester s Honors. Program.
Conducted by Dr. Masao
Sugiyama and Dr. Peter Buhler
respectively, these two colloquia
are available to upper division
students of all majors.
"The Computer Threat to
Society" will analyze the ways
in which computers have affected individuality, environment
and society, in order to Identify

problems.
"Religious Strife in India" Is
an examination of traditional
South Asian culture in terms of
Its religious bases in Hinduism,
Islam . Sikhism . Jainlsm and
other'systems of belief. Special
attention will be paid to the role
of religion in traditional politics
and seclety and the evolution of
the modern state.
In addition there will be a
,.

to Honors students.
Possible
topics Include: thinking and the
Idea Process, Ho~ to Get Into
Grad SChool, SCience Fiction,
BSU: A Closer Look - Part. II,
Food, Thoughts on Language,
Creative Drearn~ng, and Philosophy of Buddhism.
Information on the Honors
Program is available at the
Honors Office, Room 408-G in
the Library, 385-1122.

The Idaho Wild Bird Exhibit,
long admired by students,
sportsmen and naturalists, has
found a new home on the second
floor of the Boise State
University SCience- Education
BUilding.
About 300 bird specimens,
housed In nearly 100 cases,
were transferred this month to
the new university building
from the. BSU Old SCience
Building. The. well-known collection.had been housed earlier .
in me Idaho State capitol •.
'The collection was begun In
1936 by employees of the U.S.
Biological survey, fl9W the Fish
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and Wildlife service, under the
direction of T.B. Mayer, also a
former director of the Idaho Fish
and Game Department. Taxidermist for the Collection was
Oscar V; Jenkins, who himself
colloeted 107 of the specimens.
Mrs. A.L. Denning painted
backgrounds in 011 for each
display case.
Idaho Wild Birds emphasizes
game and shore birds of prey
common to Idaho. Included
among the displays are swans,
geese, ducks, eagles, hawks,
cranes, q~l, grouse, OWlS, and
many other birds found In the
state.

. negotiate royalties .for each'
. piece of music perfonned .
Before the new copyright law
If you're planning to stage a
took eHeetJariuary1,
1978,
small concert or coffeehouse on
educational institutions were '.
campus and are worried about
.exernot from this requirement.
how' the newcopyrlght
law
"These agreements," said AI
affects it, you can rest assured - .
Hooten, assistant vice-president
you're probably already covo
for financial affairs, "will
ered.
protect everybody:
student
Boise State has entered into
events through the music
blanket
agreements
with
department,
the
Programs
ASCAP (the American Society
Board, or if a fraternity or
of Composers, Authors' and
sorority wants to get a public
Publishers), BMI, (Broadcast
jam session together, just as
Music
Intematlonalr
and
long as (expenses) don't exceed
SESAC (Society of European
$1000." The agreements cost
Stage Authors. and composers)
BSU a total of around $900 for
that eliminate the need for
the academic year.
royalty charges on mu.sic per"
Hooten also said KBSU radio
formed at events connected with
has made separate agreements
BSU, as long as total expenses.
with BMI and SESAI and a
are under $1000: Without the
contract with ASCAP is pendagreements, the planners of
ing.
small concerts would have to
Will Elliott, chairman of the
Music department, noted that
even under the new law.
classroom usage and "lury"
performances are exempt from
royalty.
'" don't see where
there's any difference in the
way we're supposed to handle
thlng$ In the classroom," he
while you save towards your
said.
retirement.
The agreement, . however,
CML's tax-sheltered annuity
.does
not affs=! . dramatic
plans help employees of
presentation.
Each theatre
eligible nonprofit orqanizpiece presented on campus
ations and public schools
must stili be negotiated, sald Dr
establish retirement programs
Robert ericson, chairman of the
which result in immediate tax
Theatre Arts department. •'We
savtnos.
sometimes write to the publishers and ask for reduced
For information, simply call or
write. .
.
royalties, telling them students
get in free, and we're. on a
limited bUdget.· Half the tline .
we get them," he commented.
1~~~hth ~.
One thing that is notlegal, hestressed, Is the, rnecharilcal
Boise,ldah083701~
duplication if copyrighted litem-.
Phone:- (208) 342~6551
ture or music. "I knoW there
are.alotof
students. using
Connecticut Mutuall.lfe ..w.,Nc, cc.... '"
duplicating· machlnes~ •legally
we can't do that sort of thing,"
The Blue Chip Company. SincelS4/;
- said ericsOn;

by Bud Humphrey
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Looking Funny Might Be Illegal
(CPS)- Two college students In
Rochester, N.Y. were touring
nearby Webster, N.Y, In their
1952 pick-Up truch when they
were flagged down by a local
polleeman,whom they identified as Officer George Machen-

Who Are The Real Terrorists
Barely a week later the Ellm
Mission massacre turned the
tables, putting the Patriotic
Front •on the defensive and
bolstering the Interim leaders.
A few days after the Incident,
when It was stili making
headlines in Europe and certain
groups were call1ng_ British
military Intervention, Exective
Council member Rev. NdabanIngl Sithole flew to England to
win support for the Internal
settlement.
by Sister Janice Mclaughlin
In the United States, too, the
Hardly had the media furor
ripples were felt In U.S. senate
over the killing of whites in
debate. An amendment to the
Zaire subsided when a similar
senate debate. An amendment
outcry was unleashed by the
to, the State Departments
June killing of White Pentecostal
Authorization bill put forward
rnlsslonarles at Ellm near
by Republican senator Jesse
Rhodesia's eastern border.
Helms of North carolina called
The Ian Smith regime made
for the removal of sanctions
the most of the Incident - flying
against Rhodesia and was'
foreign journalists to the scene,
barely defeated by a vote of
allowing them to photograph
48-t0-42.
Helms is ,putting
freely and to send back stories
forward a: compromise 6-month
without censorship of the gory
suspension of sanctions when
details. It was quite a contrast
the Security Assistance Authorito the same government's
zation bill reaches the senate
response to the massacre of 22
floor.
Africans by its security forces
There was also a c8Jl In the
, two weeks before, when' even
Rhodesian Parliament for the
statements by two African
government to closeall missions
members of Smith's interim
"in order to remove tho
Executive Council .were centemptation for terrorlcts to
sored.
attack soft targets which Include
The Western media iapped up
women and children."
This
the otnclal Rhodesianversion of
seemingly humanltarlan action
the story and gave only a few
may be as important an element
lines to the denials of the
In the Smltl'! ,Strategy as any
liberation
forces' Patriotic
'other measure. If. adopted, It
Front; the Washington Post,
would remove the only remain, The New York Times and othet
Ihg outside witnesses in areas
.Ilberal Americah newspapers
where the war Is raging, and
had the dubious distinction of'.
leave the government free to '
omitting contradictory
statements reported by the white , " Intensify its campaign' against
the African population without
Rhodesian, Broadcasting Cor~
fear of international kilowledge'
poratlon, which told 'listeners
and censure.
Misslonarl'es
that In the government Assernworking In operational areas are
bly - scarcely a hotbed of
bound to have contact with the
African "radicalism" - "There
guerrillas. The slaln Pe~tecoswere angry scenes in the house
tals were living In the heart of
as Black opposition members of
guerrllla-occupled territory and
Pari lament referred to the
must have been well acquainted
killings of African civilians by
with the groups In that vicinity.
security forces, and to claims
It seems likely that they would
from members of the British
only have remained there If they
Labour government that Rhowere on good terms with the
desian troops committed the
guerrilla forces. In rural areas
Elim atrocity for propaganda
where church personnel did not
purposes."
get along with the fighters, the
These' propaganda purposes
schools were closed and personare readily apparent. During
nel moved to more secure urban
the past few months,
the
centers.
Patriotic Front had clearly held
Missionaries who stay In war
the initiative. The reputation of
zones develop working relationgovernment forces had reached
ships with the liberation forces
an ali-time low, both locally and
and often attend their political
abroad, after three serious
education sessions, where they
massacresofaftlcan civilians in
hear guerrillas' tell the people
little more than a month. The
that they are not against the
situation had deteriorated to
churches. A number of them
such a degree that even the
receive letters from freedom
African member of the Interlln
fighters who are their former
government were forced to
pupils orparishoners. As one
speak out against the military
religious superior told me" •'The
policy and to call for changes In
only missionaries who fear 'the
the pursuit of the war. On June
boys' are those' who've never
13 their critical remarks were
met them."
censored by the very governSome church . personnel
ment they had joined.
The
provide food, shelter and
following day Ian Smith met
medicine to the liberation army;
with military and Intelligence
The Church, as a rule, h8s
chiefs, who briefed him with
agreed not to report the'
what the London Guardian
presence of g!..'9rrl!las; a crime
- described 95, "dismal, If not
In Rhodesia, which .carries a
desperate, reports." On June,I5
maximum penalty. of death.
Smith went on the, air In
This policy has led to 2 ccurt
England. 'with an appeal for
casesagainst Catholic personnel
British and American recognlalone since October 1976and to "
tiorl of the internal settlement,
the deportation of Bishop D>na!
in the course of which he
Lamont, the leading spokesperadmitted 'that 20 people were
son for this position. It also
dying daily In the war.
Sister Jan/~ Mclaughlin Is a
member of the, ,Maryknoll
Sisters and worked last year as a
member of the catholic Justice
and Peace Commission in
Rhodesia.
Reprinted from the International ' Bulletin.
The Bulletin
appears bl-\':eekly, subscri,r
tions cost $12 per year, and are
available from P. O. Box 4400,
Berkely, california 94704

I

zie.

accounts for the arrest of Fr.
Paul EglI, a Swiss Bethlehem
priest who spent nine month In
prison before delng deported In
December 19n, and for the
arrest and beating of four
African priest and sisters and
deportation of 13 other catholic
missionaries; two more were
given deportation orders on
June 29.
'
V\lhile the government
punishes the church for "aiding
terrorists", it also accuses the
guerrillas of persecuting that
same church which Is charged
with assisting them - an
inconsistency pointed out by the
liberation
leaders but not
apparently understood by the
Wel\tern media.
Isn't it
strange, the guerrillas ask, that
the churches which help us the
most are the ones being
attacked, while those which are
aligned with the government
such as the Dutch reformed
church have been singularly
spared?
Robert Mugabe, head of
ZANU, those forces are accused
.'of most of the missionary
murders, spoke extensively of
relations between the church
and his army at the U.N.
nlnference on Zimbabwe and
Namibia held In Mugabe, who
was raised a catholic, described
various
incidents
Involving
church personnel, commenting,
•'The Smith regime has started
a wltch~huntlng
campaign
agalnst the Roman catholic
mlsslonartes: the truth Is that
the white missionaries are being
sacrificed by the SrJ:llthregime
,on the mistaken belief that the
gullible Western world will
believe hls side and see justice
in his cause and Injustice In
ours. "

"

Acoardlng to the students, the
constable submitted -them to
lengthy interrogation and
searchedthe truck for narcotics,
but refused to explain why he
had stopped them. Then he
asked one of the students to sit
in the back of the police car
while he checked his license.
V\lhen the student tried to get
out after awhile, .he found there
was no handle on the inside of
the door. Next, the policeman
told the couple that they were
not under arrest. yet they were

towed away with their truck to
the Webster 'police station,
where they were fingerprinted,
photographed, handcuffed to a
pipe on the wall, and searched.
A few hours later, the local
judge arrived and warned the
couple of the possible sentences
which could be Imposed upon
them, Including a $1,000fine.
However, In light of the
circumstances, he continued,
the students were free to go,
except for a $25 fee for towing
the truck. The judge accepted
the $12.50 which the couple
scrounged up.
Asked repeatedly by the
couple why he had detained
them, Officer Mackenzie finally
replied:
"because you look
funny."

i st Quality Mer'Chandise
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BBn Feature Games, Speeches
jointly by the office of Student
Residential Life, the ASBSU,
the IntergreekCouncil and saga
Food service, the. picnic will
begin at 5 p.rn, at the bandsheil.
BSU president' John Keiser

Barbequed lamb, a speech by
Dr. Keiser, picnic games;
dancing, beer and a movie will
highlight a flrst-of-the-semester
picnic at Julia Davis Park,
Tuesday, sept. 5. Sponsored

The BSU Department 01 Social Wook
has been awarded a threa-yaar grant of
approximately SSOO,OOO
by the Idaho
Department of Hllalth and Welfare.
Janie Moore, Special Lecturer In social
wook, Is directing the grant for
• education of Idaho H&W workers as
well llS those employed by other
agencies under Title XX of the Social
Security Act.
Moore Is conducting
clBB889 and workshops on various
practices and problems In social work.

AcADEMIC

will give the opening address to
the student body at 5:30, after
wh!ch there will be a display on
student organizations. At 6:00
three-legged races, frisbee tosses and other contests will be
organized by the residence'
halls. A dancewill begin at 7:00,
and the film (to be announced)
will be shown at 10 p.rn,
Dinner menu:
.
Lamb Steaks [donated by the
Woo/growers' Association I
Baron of Beef on the spit
., Baked potatoes
Corn on the cob
Rolls, salad, ice cream, drinks

Four new programs were approved by
the State BoSld 01 Education at their
meeting at BSU July 1~21, as a part 01
Boise. State's $17 mltllonoperatlng
'budget.
These programs Included a
Master of Science In Accounting, a
baccalaureate degree In radiologic
technology, a construction managament program, and a bl-lingual
education curriculum. The Board also
placed a new BSU arts and humanities
building third on their general building
recommendation list. The State Board
will meet again september N3 In Boise.

Psychology 2974J7, special topics class
in Human sexuality, will be offered fall
term. This three-<:r~dlt course Is an
overview of phySiologlr.al, psychologl·
cal aspects 01 human sexuality. Ths
course will be offered on Wednesday
evenings 7 - 10 in room 219 In the
Library.
For lurther Information,
contact Ginny Gralton at 385-1601.

For All Team .Members ~
% Anything and Evaything
off With This Coupon ~

~

~

Alumni Presidents
Honored At Lunchon
A luncheon honoring ail PastPresidents of the Boise State
University Alumni Association
was held Friday, August 18,1978
in the Lookout Lounge of the
SUBThose honored included:
Clifford Y. Vaughn; Robert
Hough; William K. IIett; Alvard
R. Klier; Jeanne Higgins;
Edward E. Hedges; H. David
Croft; James M. Dickey; jack L.
Adkins and -Davld W.· Light.
current President of the Alumni
Association.

s

p

PS

Stove Corbett was recently named
chairman
01 the Student Union
Programs Board by the Personnel
selection Committee. Corbett, a Junior,
served last year as International films
chairman.

ASBSU

Winter Conatellotlons, a BSU Ahsanta
Press book written by seattle poet
Richard Blessing and edited by BSU
professor Dale Boyer, was selected last
summer for honorable mention In the
annual Best of the Small Presses
competltton In New York. The Ahsahta
Press, Which, since Its 1975 lounding,
.has gotten several small press awards,
publishes three votumes each year with
the aim of encouraging young poets and
Itlustratlng the tredltlons and echlevements characterizing poetry of the
American West.

LE

am.et cetera
Free physical examinations are being
offered lor adults and children by the
BSU Baccalaureate Nursing Program
september 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, and 15.
Breast exams and Pap smears will be
done on september 7 and 8. For further
Information and appointments please
call 385-1786 .
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GRANTSI
BU LLETIN
':="ir,Fj:;;;;i;:hivel'prograiTlS~1
study" The deadline
to seek Inlormatlon about the campus
nomination process ·Is september 25,
1918. '
.
. The Foundation Is currently making a
..
special
effort
to
bring qualilled persons
Inquiries about tlie Danlorth Graduate
from racial end ethnic minorities into
Fellowships, to be awarded by the C~n
the
prolesslon
of teaching. Approxiforth Foundation 01 St. louis, Missour I
mately 25 percent 01 the awards are
In April 1979, are Invtted, .accordlng to
expected
to
go
to BlackS, Mexican·
the local campus representetlve, Dr.
Americans, Natlvo Americans, and
.Wm. P. Mech, Director, Honors
Puerto Ricans.
Programs (Library 408G, 385-1122(
The Danlorth Graduate Followshlp Is a
Boise StateUnlveralty. The Fellowships
. cne-year
eward but Is normalty
are open to all qualified persons who
renewable until completion of lhe
have serious interest In careers of
edvanced
dagree
or lor· a maximum of
teaching In colleges and universities,
lour years 01 graduate study. Fellow·
and Vlho plan to study lor a Ph.D In any
ship
stipends
are
based on Individual
field of study common to the
need, but they will not exceed $2,500
undergraduate liberal arts curriculum
lor single Fellows, and for married
In the United- States. Approximately
Fellows with no children. Fellows who
6<Hl5 Fellowships will be awarded to
are married,
or. are ':head of
college seniors who are nominated by
household,"
with one child, chan
Baccalaureate Liaison Officers.
receive up to $3.500.
There are
dependency allowances lor additional
Appllcants
lor the baccalaureate
children.
The
Followshlp
also
covers
awards must be college seniors and
tuition and fees up to $4,000 annually.
may not have undertaken graduate

- .'

The Office 01 Garoor and Financial
services has been busy dillbursing
financial old to those students who
completed all the nElCBS38/Y
paperwork
by previously set deadlines. . Evan
though most 01 our lunds have been
exhausted, students who stili wish to be
considered
lor financial
aid are
oncouraged to complete the application
proce3ll.
Late applicants who lire found
to be eligible will be pieced on an
llIternata list and will be considered lor
flnanclal aid as lunds become available.
AS A REMINDER, keep In mind that
Jcnuary lllld February are the months
to apply lor Iinanclal· aid, Including
IlCholarshlpa, for the academic yaar
1979-80.

The Basic Grant remalns available to
those students found eligible, but
remember It takes two months from
date of application until funds can be
available In our office.

I.r. c1msAot scholarGblpa
Again, the J.R. Slmplot Company Is
offering scholarohlps to BSU students
who are sons br daughters of Simplot
omployBOll. There are elx schoillfllhipa
In the amount 01$300 each available for
Spring BOlTIe:Jter$979.
Application
lorms ara available In the Office of
CBnler and .Financial 5ervlces. Room
117, Administration Building, and must
be completed by OCtober 13, 1978.

"Campus Capsule" is a news briefs and
service column especially for events and
accomplishments not widely publicized, but
.
worthy. of note. Please send news
contributions to' theArbitercl 0 Bud Humphrey
by 5:00 Friday before each Wednesday issue.
4,- The Ulliversit.Y'Arbiter
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Introducing a Course' in
Advanced Music 360 at
Bose State University: A campus
revolution for under $500 *
c

Bose calls it the Model 360. Sound World calls it
. "revolutionary." It's the first-ever complete component music system.by Bose. It's not just the speakers,
it's a whole Bose System.·
.
The Bose Model 360 is the first stereo system that
. showers you with reflected sound the way live music
..~ does, to give you a level of realism and excitement
never before possible in a home music system ..
Words can't describe the experience. So Sound
World invites you to hear a 60-second demonstration.
Ifyou.hear the demonstration, you'll want the system.
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*Our everyday low price is $499.
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If You Call That Livin~:

IT RI

Martin Luther King's dream, stop the war protests, the
shootings at Kent State, and era ot soclal activism give way to
one man's greed called Watergate, to the congressional picnic In
Korea-Park,
to the nation's readers keeping a book titled
"looking Out for #1" on the best-seller llsttor over a year. Alan
Bakke wins his "reverse discrimination" suit, threatening gains
won by black, brown, white, and red people marching together.
Phyllis Schlafly and Anita Bryant ascend the courthouse steps
and speak for the same people who would have thrown them off
those steps a decade ago. AsI< not, "what can I do for my
country?"
but ask, "what's in It for me?"
wny is it so difficult to relate these dramatic and tumultuous
changes to BSU? Tne only valid answer lies In the fact that
while the pendulum swings somewhat wildly for a good part of
the country,
Its movement here Is scarcely discernable.
Example: Eugene, Oregon, not a particularly
remote city,
recently rescinded laws granting some measure of equality to
. homosexual people, moving from a position of liberality and once
again assuming the role of oppressor. Boise, Idaho, on the other
hand, made no such wishy-washy back and forth move. The
~ chief of police, however, not simply maintaining the status-quo
cracked down and tightened up and strengthened an existing
situation,especially
upon his own force. Example: John Evans
announced theconstructionot
another nuclear plant in the state
promising that Eastern Idaho will not becorne the USA's atoml~
dumping ground, the headline appeared in an Inside page of the
state's largest dally then disappeared, and nobody seems to
care. seabrook, anyone?
What's good for the community 15 good forttle college; so goes
the apparent slogan, strikl\lg terror to the. hearts of. thinking
people everywhere.
Life is a moving,
changing stream'
unmoving, u.nchanglng people are aead people. Clutching on~
meas~red piece of the stream ever more tightly -results In
hoarding a handful of nothing. Maybe It is dangerous and .erratic
to move back and forth, but, at least, there is movement and, at· best, that movement portends a richer, fuller, more evenly

balanced life.
If Boise State~ University

is to have a life of excitement and
achievement, the students at BSU have to do some moving of
their own; President John Kaiser can't do it for us. If we let It
happen though, through our own apathyvhe can do It to us.

e

niversit
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We since~ely hope you notice a difference between this year's
student newspaper and the previous ones. Because, If you don't,
have we got a lot of work to do! Responding to last spring's
s~rvey plus a number of voiced opinions, the University Arbiter
tr~ed some new principles on for size over the summer. And, as
With any new styles, some things fit, some did not, and we're not
totally comfortable with the new look. ~e even went $0 far as to
take off a few po~nds here and there, meanwhile re-arranglng
those that ramalned.)
The basic premise behind our new
philosophy lies in the realm of service.
The University Arbiter exists to serve the Boise State
University community and we Intend to do just that through
dl~i~ating
news
&. information,
by
providing
an
Umverslty-oriented
marketplace,
and In giving
interested
students an opportunity
to learn and earn.
Unable to con
ourselves Into believing that we have all the answers (somedays
we'd settle for just one(, we welcome - no, Invite - comments ano
suggestions from you. Actually, we cannot make the university
Arbiter your paper, only you can do that. We can only hold out
that offer for your acceptance.
This Issue of the paper has a new look about It, but there is
more to come. Uke all
styles, It takes a bit of time before It
all comes together, Take a look at uS,offer your'suggestlons, or,
bast of all, get Involved In making the University Arbiter a
relevant, r~e
newspaper for the entire BSU community.

new

Life In A J.P. Stevens Pant
(Note: Actress Jane Fonda has
supported the consumer boycott
of J. P. Stevens textile products
'since its inception two year ago.
In the following
artlcte, prepared exclusively for SCNS, she
comments on a visit to one of the
largest
Stevens plants
In '
Roanoke Rapids, N.C., where
the workers voted for union
representation In 1974, but stili
have no contract.)

Los Angeles - Last year I was
smuggled into a J.P. Stevens
plant in Roanoke Rapids, N.C. I
briefly experienced what thousands of workers face for eight
to twelve hours a day, six days a
week, year after year.
.1 thought I had been aware of
the situation in which this giant
textile company has resisted
change, crushed the rights of Its
workers and defied the law for •
so many years.
I'd been
supporting the. worldwide consumer boycott of J.P. Stevens
products..
But until', I visited
North carolina,
I frankly had
never realized the extent to
which the Stevens worke.--s have
been made to suffer .
someone helped me get inside
one of the plants.
I had been
told that the day before my
arrival, aFederal Inspector from
the cecupatlonal
Safety and
Health Administration
('OSHA)
.nad boon there.
OSHA had
called
management
before
coming, so. management knew"
they were coming and cleaned
the pface up. I'd been told the
place would be relatively clean,
.so I couldn't
believe my own
eyes and ears. .What I saw was
a/?SOlutely horrendous
I stepped through the door of
the plant.
The sound of the
macI:1inery - wall-to-wall toorns
towering over the workers - was
deafening.
The noise and the"
working of the machinery made
the entire floor shake violently.
.I screamed just to see If I could
hear,and
I couldn't hear my
own voice.
It was like being
inside a tremendous machine.
There was dust flying through
thealr, clinging to everyone and
everything.
It looked like a
snowstorm,
even. though the
OSHA inspector had been there
the day befor.e. The dust' hung
like huge cobwebs from the
ceiling; .it had a sharp and
pungent smell, and Instantly I
knew what the workers meant
when they told me of the
shortness
of
breath
every
Monday morning
that slowly
develops
Into
brown
lung
_ disease.
I met brown lung victims,
people who choke from the
effects of exposure to cotton
dust every day -of . their liVes.
But thanks to the oompany, its
Insurance.
carriers
and
the
inadequate
enforcement
of
health and safety standards,·
many of these people are not
diagnosed as having byssinosis
(brown lung disease), so they
are unable to receive workers'
compensation.
Hundreds
of
farnllles living the Carolinas and
working for J.P. Stevens and the
other textile giants can personally attest to this tragedy.
'I oouldn't understand how
men. and
could work In
such medieval conditions for

women

or more fMJfY day,
having to .• their 1unche8 cut
of ~
....
~
lhils
elght hoUrs
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standing by their looms. Even
Is you have a lunch hour - and
not .all Stevens workers do there's no place to go. I saw no
canteen,
no recreation
hall,
nowhere at all to relax and take

a

break.
As the day wOre on, women
workers
told me about the
physical effects of this work.
They spoke of the terrible
dangf.lr5 of the I'TlOChlnery. Even
though there are usually guard
ralls around the looms, the
shuttles - which are very heavy
and have pointed metal ends,
like bullets - will be shuttling
back and forth on the looms, and
sometimes they'll slide right off
the end of the loom and hit
someone.

LtNEN5

Depending on the type and
model,
a· loom. may . run
anywhere from around 100· to
several
hundred
picks
per
minute (referring to the number •
oftrav~
the shuttle makes) ..
A modern loom typically runs
close to 220 picks per minutes
across, say, a six-foot width.
This equals an average speed of
approximately
1200 feet per
minute.
The shuttle weighs several
pounds and Is shaped like a
bullet with a motal tip at each
end
point,
or two
bullets
b.3ck-to-back.
I was told of
workers hit in the face, tn the
temple and on the side of the
head, sustaining terrible InjUries that the. company many
times doesn't even report. The
Impact of a shuttle hitting say a
club
hitting
an. Obj~,
depending on distance and the
angle of Impact.
My conversations with women
workers; In particular, brought
home the appalling economic
deprivation
as well as the

emotional strain that Is fostered
by J.P. Stevens. I'd knowl',:~'jat
textile workers, particularly
in
the South, are among the lowest
pald industrial workers .ln the
country. But I couldn't conceive
of how great astrain it is just to
keep a marriage and a family
together when the women have
to work long hours and their
husbands are on another shift.
There are couples
who are
almost never tOgether because
one Is always sleeping while the
other works. They have no child
care, and both parents have to
work just to eat and survive.
All of the horrors I heard about
and witnessed made me share
the sense of Indignation
that
pervades Roanoke Rapids,

BRJWNIllNG

Where the majority
of the·
workers. voted for the union
almost four years ago .. Even so,
management refuse3 to negotl.:
ate In good faith.
They Just'
won't acknowledge 'the right of
the workersto better their own
lives - so the workers and the
union, while continuing
and
stepping
up the organizing
campalgn, have also had to turn
to the boycott.
I asked the workers. "How can
you keep up what you're doing?
" How can youhavethecourage?"
And they told me: "We have
nothing more to lose. And we'll
continue' to struggle
to our
death, If necessary, so that our
children:
and other
workers
never have to go, through what
we've gone through."
These brave men and women
In .the
carolinas,
Georgia,
Alabama and elsewhere need
our help.
must support
. them
by making
sure the
boycott'simpaet
Is strong and
steady. Don't buy J.P. Stevens
productsl
.

we

intraduc:ina:.
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Baltimore, Maryland, has its own sage. His name is Garry Wills.
He's a man of letters - which is to say, a man of learning, and
writing and literature. Author of several books [including a
brilliant and penetrating analysis of Richard Nixon, Nixon
Agoolstes, - of how and why he rose from the political dead to
triumph in 1968] Wills finds time to write regularly for Esquire,
Playboy, New York and the New York Times Magazine to name "
only a few
the publications that seek his byline.
His
thrice-weekly column OUTRIDER contains the best and most
topical of Wills' reflections on America's political, social and
economic happenings. Defying the usual labels of conservative
[Which he claims only lightly] or liberal, Garry Wills uses his
ability only to see to the core of events and issues of our day and
to commit that core to 'analysis in lively essay format.

0"
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GElTING'

ELECTED

What is at Issue Is not sex, but
the unwillingness of the papacy
to admit an error In philosophy.
A quaint old view of natural law
is being Insisted on, though
catholic doctrine gives no pope
Infallibility In matters of natural
reason.
Since the crux of the matter. Is
phllOSOphlcal,not psychologic,,1
or sexual, the real hann done by
the ban on contraceptives Is In
the area of Intellec.1ua1 honesty
and credibility.
If the ban were
simply
a quirk' ,of celibate
puritans, catholics could Ignoreit and their clerics could Ignore
the Ignoring.
But the' pope
demands of his priests at least
llp-servlee to the arguments he '
used against contraception.:., .
lhat means, to put It bluntly,
that many priest are red~
to
Jylng about their position.

POPE

by Garry Wills
In our American elections,
issues are fudged and sloganed
away. So we have no right to
expect that catholic cardinals
faced Issues squarely when they
elect a pope. They do not even
face the toughest Issue in the
comparatively
safe time between elections.
• The main Issue In the catholic
church today-one, that trlviallzes Its great historic 8lChievements-Is the ban on contraceptives. TIle very clerics who deny
this fact do their best to keep It
so.
American
bishops have
laughed off polls that show
catholic disaffectiOn arises from
that ban. TheY are hlding·thelr

heads In

'I!S Sand.

Kiss &
Drink Beer
(CPS)-"College
students kiss
and drink beer and when they
get tired of kissing, then they
study," according to an article
In the Dally Nebras.'canwhich
queried
'several
elementary
school children on what they
thought college life was like.
TIlere are several advantages
to going on to college, according
to the children. TIlese include
being able to work In a gas
station, 'wear a red 'jacket and
play football.
"All
college
students play football
except
hippies,"
said one child, who
added that "hippies
read real
books with just plain words, no
pictures or anything".
Another
tot considers all college students
smart " 'cause they can do
times tables In their head."
College
students
live
In
"rooms
with
bars on the
windows and doors, and they
have to stay in there and study
all thetlme,"
another child said.
"To graduate
means to get
married,"
according
to one
tyke. TIlose'l in school don't
marry "because the government
wouldn't allow it".
And about that kissing another
child
observed
that
"there Is no kissing In college,
otherwise the government will
kick you out."

,non-sexist pronouns:
no more He's for They's
(CPS) -In the past, people have
suggested thus:
Te, net tey,
slhe, ne, ons and thon. Now, an
associate
professor
at ucla
would replace all these with a
simple "E".
Professor Donald MacKay'S
"E" is one solution In a search
for a nonsexist pronoun.
The
pronoun "he" has always been
used when the writer, meant to
Include
both' sexes.
TIlls
practice continued
virtually
undisturbed untlll recent years,
when feminists challenged the
inherent sexism of using "he"
to mean "they".
Feminists asserted that the
constant usage of "he" subliminally 3I1d effect Ively 3uggestS a
male
image,
and not the
intended
non-sexual
designation. Tests MacKay conducted
in his classes bore out this
conclusion.
percent of the
students interpreted
"he"
as
referring to a man when It was

64
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Nixon's victoiy in November of 1968"was the nation's
concession of defeat. anadmission that we have no politics lelt but the old
individualism. a web of myths that have lost their magic," •
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Columnist

used to denote either sex.
MacKay feels that using "he"
creates problems for males as
well as fe ..nales. "Young boys
hear
this
all
the time:
doctor-he,
lawyer-he,
professor-he",
referring
to professions as male and making boys
feel they have to achieve, he
said. "People trying to achieve
In these areas and failing are
hurtingthernselves
psychologically," he said.
.
TIle students in MacKay's
classes. where he consistently
used E, "react very favorably,
and are In general very excited
about it," hesald. MacKay said
younger
people seem more
receptive to new words.
MacKay has received a grant
to research the characteristics
necessary for a person to accept
a new word such as E. He has
no plans to "push" the use of E.
•• My students
are more
Interested In doing that than I
am," MacKay said.

peaks Out,

OFF CAMPUS

CHUCK BUFE
ON CAMPUS
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"There is a stronger case to be made for the impact of
erotica in early life than that of violence,"

BUD HUMPHREY
PHOTOGRAPHY

,
The controversy over birth
control Is not, In the first place,'
. a question of sex, People like
fv1aJcolm Muggeridge read It as
such, andclelrn that Pope Paul's
finest moment took place when
he took his stand
against
promiscuity.
But promiscuity
can be attacked
with qood
arguments or with bad. Pope
Paul's arguments were IncredIbly bad. Even the very loyal
and orthodox commission of
catholic experts appointed by
the pope himself ,rejected his
arguments.
Paul would claim
these were', truths of reason
accessible to all men, even
without assistance from faith or
revelation.
Yet people of very
good weiland good reason, with
faith and revelation to guide
them,
found the arguments
unsound.
The weird thing Is that Paul's
view of "natural law" reduced
the sex act to Its single animal
aim
procreation.
Th3
symbolic and civilizing human
imagination
that
raises the
brute act 01eating'to a banquet
of fellowship, a family rite, even
of a divine sacrament, is not to
"lXIntamlnate"
the sex act with
meaning out beyond the animal.

• I bro,ught ttys point up to one
archbishop, and he denied that
there was any problem
(the
favorite clerical response to the
presence of a problem). He also
told me, "If I could not honestly
agree with the pope's arguments, I would resign."

,

Given the nature bf those
arguments, that statement tells
us more about the archbishop'S
intellect than about his honesty.
And It poses the problem at Its
starkest
level.
It will
be
necessary, as long as the ban Is
In effect and 'clerics
face It
honestly, to have very dumb
bishops.
As' so often happens In
elections, the main Issue will go
undergroud
In Rome.,
(Look
how Vietnam was, for so long,
nudged aside In our, national
elections.)
It will be qualification for election not to have
spoken out very clearly on either
side of this matter.
Olurch authorities have hoped
the Issue would jy5t go away,
beeomea "dead letter."
But It
won't' go away.
Somewhere,
down the road, the new pope
must face up to it: now that he
has beoo elected.
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Fellow Students:

All BSU students get ready for
an exciting 78-79 school year!
Tuesday, september 5th marks
the date for an all campus back
to school picnic. All on campus
residents having meal tickets
are admitted free. Off campus
students without meal tickets
will be charged $3.50.
The
menue consists of barbequed
lamb & beef, corn, watermelon,
etc. Music will be provided for
danclnq.andqarnes
of all.sorts
,
will add to the entertainment
The picnic will begin at 5:00
p.m.
september 12th Is the next
date to focus on. At this time
"All the Presidents Men" will
challenge administrators
to an
unforgetable movie trivia battle.
TlcI~ets will be sold by team
members.
Another Issue or point of focus
Is your fees.
After recentiy
paying your fees, you may not
have realized $22.50 of them
went to purchase health insurance. .We feel It is a definite
asset to your university experience In that' it gives excellent
coverage at a low cost .. You can '

,'.The Univ'ersit:rArbite'r

apply for a refund
and be
reimbursed $22.50. Just call the
Senate
Offices
at
385-1990
Monday through TIlursday between 2:00 p.rn, and 4:00 p.rn.,
if you choose to do so.
Also, joggers have recently
complained that they have been
harassed while Jogging around
the university area. We have
therefore made arrangements to
keep the stadium track open for
joggers.
We feel this wlil
provide some, safety for those
. who wish to jog near the
university.
Finally, I would like to urge
everyone
to become familiar
with the Student HandbOok.
Most of, your questions about
the IUniverSity can usually be
answered by reading It.
If you ever have occasion to
visit me on the second floor of
the Student
Union
Building,
please do so.
My door will
always be open to listen and to
engage In' disscussions of .any
unlverslty
matters you deem
pertinent.

Rob Perez'
• ASBSU President

. Wedncsda'y, ·Aut.?;ust30, '1978";:".7

H J: 'The P uct is Good'
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by Terry McGuire
"I think that education In
America has been asked to do •
an awful lot of things, and has
really done pretty well,"
said
sorse State's new dean of
Education,
Dr. Richard Hart,
who in turn passes on to his
students the responsibility,
the
rewards, and the criticism given
education
today.
He seems
optimistic.
Hart, appointed to the post in
April
after
the announced
resignation of Dr. Gerais Wallace, sees the shift to actual field
experience for student teachers,
whereas almost exclusively before, secondary education students gained
their
teaching
abilities in the university classroom.
"Teachers,
generally,
come
from white middle class backgrounds, and don't share all the
values to the same degree as
their
pupils.
I think
It's
important
that they not only
read about those differences,
but have an opportunity to get
out in the field and work with
the students."
And,
one such
program
offered at Boise State that gives
practical
field experience
to
student teachers is the biligual
education option. Hart admittedly
wasn't· aware of the
sizeable Hispanic population in
western Idaho when he arrived
from Kent State University, and
was "surprised"
at the number;
and equaily glad that Boise
State introduced the proqrarn.
."I'm really committed to the
idea of 'multl-cultural'
edueation for all teachers in training,"
said Hart; "every teacher today
needs first-hand· experience in,
working with youngsters .. , from
different
bi'K:kgrounds."
Hart
views it as the right of students
to pursue education
in two
tongues,
and that it is the
responsibility of his department
to respeetand meet that right.

The dean feels that there Is a
"science," likewise, an "art" In
educating teachers, and often
the most successful students are
those who possess an Intuitive
ability for their avocations. And,
according to Hart, the praoticums offered over the past few
years have helped
students
tremendously
In facing actual
classroom situations alone for
the first- time.

In recent years, ~ the Meridian
school system fntroduced the
program to eighth grades to the
voiced objections of numerous
parents. Hart said that the
MACOS critics labeled It as
"Godless"
because
of its
revolutionary
approach to education,
its accentuation
of
different cultures, and practices
that parents felt were revolting.
But, nonetheless, Hart and the
project's nltiators felt It worthwhile. And today, It Is taught in
hundreds of school systems.
"Back to basics" proponents
have good cause to demand a
thorough
look at American

education, said Hart, but often
. the critics choose to curtail other
aspects of the student's education because of past failures.
He notes, "A lot of people feel
that 'Johnny can't read" .,. but
truly students going through the
schools today are better readers
than they've ever been In the

past ... "

And, he sees It as his job and
that of his students to make sure
American
public
education
meets the demands from ail
sides, that it meets the needs of
ail cultures, and that it starts
with the quality education of
those who practice it.

New ft;rees are poppin~ up in
importan.t places on campus.

On this and some of the followin~
pages, we will explore the people
and their undeniable influence
on the Boise State community.
"Generally,
I dci believe that
the quality of the product is stili
good,"· said Hart of American
education, that has come under
severe criticism as of late for
illiteracy
rate among,
and
general inablilty
of, students
leaving the country's
public
schools to function effootively in
society. The critics point to the
drifting away from the "basics"
in public education's curriculum
as -one main source of the
problem. But Hart views the
"back to basics" viewpoint as
one leg ot.a cycle.
He commented that such a
trend sprang up in the late 1950'
and early 1960s, and the current
backlesh against education i,s to
be taken in. stride, for it will
happen again. He feels it is

With a new hairstyle. designed
exclusively for you. by the lmagernaker.
Come in and find out how we can help
you be yourself in the.best
possible way.
APPOINTMENTS. Day s, Evening.
or a Complimentary .Consultation
336·9111

lmagemaker
8-The

nonetheless
honest criticism,
.that as long as illiteracy remains
an outstanding
statistic, then
- public education is not "doing
weil enough."
Hart, while at Kent State, was
Involved In turmoil as members
of the Education department at
that
school
developed
the
controversial
MACOS (Man: a
course of Study) project, whose
ramifications were felt In Idaho

Dr. Hart believes in a multicutture! approach to education

Barmes Wields Used Books To Kill Complaints
If you've strolled down the
aisles of the BSU Bookstore
-lately, you might have noticed
entire
stacks
and rows of
textbooks marked "used."
It's
all the. doing of new manager
William Barmes.
"Carrying
used. books, as
many as possible," said Barmes,
"is the only way to reduce the
. price of books to students .. , and
sti II make money."
Barmes started as bookstore
manager
on May 15, after
working for Barnes and Noble, a
parent
company
to several
eotleqe bookstores. Previously~
Barmes had been an asSistant
.manager for two' college bookstores.
.,
"The two main complaints I
always heard from students in
bookstores were about the price
of textbooks, and the buy-back
policies,"
he noted, Barmes
o
plans to take" care of both
problems by buying back books
for as much as half price at any
time (or for full price during the
first ten days of ea{:h semester) and selling used books for 75
per cent of fl new book's value.
He also noted this method had
advantages for the store, as the
"cost markup on used books is
over twice that on new texts.
In addition to required textbooks, the bookstore is selling a
selection of supplementary texts
not 'required for classes. These
books will sell for around two or
three dollars, he said, and could
become a valuable resource.
Specially
priced bestsellers
are being stocked, as well as
_ hundreds of paper and hardback
- books at relatively low prices,
some at 59 or even 19 cents. As
usual, the bookstore will also
sell art supplies, personal items
and some clothing, although for
most non-book, non-academlc
Items there will not be as
substantial a discount. "There
.are stores
like
albertson's
Skaggs, department
stores :
. that's their business, and they
do a better job OR- those kinds of
items, " said Barmes.
He stated he arrived at many
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Bill Barmes
of these policies by "listening to
complaints. You hear students
saying these things, and you
have. to - react to them."
He
hopes, hesaid, to hear any
suggestions for the operation of '

the bookstore from the customers;'
Last year, a committee ~as
tentatively formed in the ASB
and the faculty senate to. serve
among other things as a clearing
house for communication
between students and the book.store. "The reason SUCha board
is formed,"
said Barmes, "is
there is no line of ·communication between the bookstore and
i\s" customers .. We're open to
change things, we're open to
hear suggestions;
I'd rather
work on that basis, If we find
that oan't work efficiently
then we need a board."
, Barmes feels, in seiling books
at a higher profit for a lower
price, he is doing the best
service to all concerned. "If the
store does not make a profit, it's
a liability, and somebody ends
up paying for it. It's usually the
student,"
he said.
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Police Center Set Up s Positive Contact Project
.

"It's a positlvecontaet type of
thing," said Sgf. Jim Tibbs
about the campus police resourcecenter inthe lobby of the
Student Union, "We're here if
people have questions about
what is legal and what is not, or
if they're victims of crime on
campus,
"One thing we won't be doing
is spying on them to arrest
them," Tibbs emphasized, "A
lot of people might be suspicious thai we're here to pick up
dopers, We don't have time for
that... we hope to serve as a

It

resource."
Though the office nextto the
Boisean Lounge was not yet
finished as of this writing, the
resource center has been
operating since August 1, and
according to Mike Henthorne,
assistant director of the SUB,
there haven't been any notlcable negative. reactions among
employees or students. "It's
kind of early to tell, but there
really hasn't been much resctlon at all," he said,
The SUB "is a natural setting
for students to find out where

they can get help anyway," and
an "elementary choice" as
a .·1ocatiolrlo'f "the - center,
Henthorne noted.
Administered cooperatively
by the Boise police department
and the BSU office of financial
affairs,the center also serves as
a training ground for police
. recruits, as "part of a program
to make them better police
officers." Presently, there are
six officers patrolling at night~;
one of the goals, Tibbs
mentioned, is to provide 24-hour
coverage.

was

THE PRICE OF EXCELLENCE
NOW STARTS AT S60~
.
Thev're here. Hewlett-Packard's
new Series E. Five
professional calculating instruments designed for a
student's needs and budget.
.
NEW FEATURES.
Easy-to-read display. Larger, brighter LED display
with commas to separate thousands.
Built-in diagnostic systems. Tells you: 1) when you've
performed an incorrect operation; 2) why it.was
incorrect: 3) if the calculator isn't working properly.
Accuracy, Improved algorithms give you confidence
that your answers are more precise and complete:
FOR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING.
The HP-31E-Scientific.
S60~ Trigonometric, exponential and math functions. Metric conversions. Fixed.
and scientific display modes. Full lO·digit display.
.4 separate user memories.
-.
.
The HP-32E-Advanced
Scientific with Statistics.
S80~ All HP-31E functions plus hyperbolics, comprehensive statistics. More math and metric capabilities.
Decimal degree conversions ENG, SCI and FIX display modes. 15 user memories.
.'
The HP-33E-Programmable
Scientific. SI00;' Scientific, math and statistics with programmability.
Editing, control and conditional keys. 49 lines of fully
merged key-codes. 8 user memories.
FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE.
The HP-37E-Business
Management. S75~ Basic
business/finance.
Gives Present Value, "Payments and
-Futurc Value calculations simultaneously. Discounts,

HEWLETTI
~Pl.

H~-"_""""

Procedures in investigating a
crime, Tibbs noted,' are much
the same as in any police office:.
"Make$ure (the victim is) safe,
if they need medical' treatment,
find out what happened, make a
report, follow leads... we Just
hope to be quicker and more
personable about it.
"Sometimes it's a negative
type of thing - there's an old
policemen'sadage about investigating a crime: kick butts and
take down names. That's
definitely not. what we're here
for."

Tibbs is a Boise native, and
attended Boise Junior College
and BSe, serving as student
body vice-president in 1969-70.
He has worked in the police
. department eight years, recently as a police resource officer in
the Boise public schools.
,'Boise State isa a big part of
the community that has been
overlooked for a long time,"
said Tibbs. "It's a real critical
need ... crime prevention is one
area where you don't know if
you've succeededfor a very long

time."

'7o's, mark-ups, and amortization schedules. St~tistics
with trend-line forecasting. 5 financial and 7 user·
memories.
The HP·38E-Advanced
Financial Programmable.
SI20:' Solves routine and complex problems at the
touch of a key-no previous p,rogramming experience
necessary. Internal Rate of Return and Net Present
Value fOl:up to 1,980 cash flows in 20 groups. 2000·
vear calendar. 5 financial and 20 user memories.'
Up to 99 program lines.
HEWLETT-PACKARD IS WITHOUT EQUAL.'
All Series E.calculators use RPN logic exclusively.
If vou've never tried it vou're in for a big surprise.
It lets you solve problems the way you naturally
do in your mind. Straightforward.
Logical. No worrying about complicated hierarchies or parentheses.
. RPN is the shortest possible distance between the .
question and the answer.'
SEE FOR YOURSELF.
.
To help you select the calculator that's right for you,
we've prepared a booklet-entitled. "The Student's
'
Choice ... the Logical Choice:' Pick up a free copy at
your bookstore or nearest Hewle.tt·Packard dealer
when you stop by tosee Series E. For the nearest,
dealer, CALL TOLL·FREE 800~648-:.l711except from
Hawaii or Alaska. In Nevada call 800·992·5710.
While you're there, be sure to sec our advanced
programmable
HJ;.·29C and HP·19C with printer and
HP.67 mag-card programmable.
Do it soon. A Hewlett-Packard
professional
calculator starting at just $60* is something you
can't afford to pass up.

PACKARD

0000. 1000 N. E. Circle Bfr~ .. Corvallis.

OR ?7.lJO

"Suggested

retail price excluding ,,'pplic.ahlc state and IOC;11taxes
~.Coniincmal
U.S.A. Alaska and Hawaii
Displays arc photographed
separately tostrnulute
actual appearnnce.
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last '/ears Pavilion
This Years Issue
Randy tII1artlndale and ~n
Constantine circulated a petition
in protest of the BSU student
government proceclures in determining the demand for the
pavilion, which ultimately had
an effect on the State Board's
decision last April to shelve the
proposal.
According to a 39-page report
prepared
by a 15-member
committee
of BSU students,
alumni and officials that appeared in a Jan. 25, 1977 issue
of The Statesman,"BOlseState
University
has the least-adequate facility for indoor recreation intramurals,
men's and
women's
physical
education,
sports and major musicals of
any of the 12 schools surveyed
in the 'West."
-It .was also
interesting to note that "even
the gym and auditorium
at '
Capital High School offer the
community
of Boise better
facilities than those at Boise
State University."

by Bob Goar
If a multipurpose

pavilion Is
built at Boise State University, It
could mean many things to
many people, but according to
Student Body President,
Rob
Perez "one thing it'won't be is
just a basketball palace." If the
pavilion becomes a reality, it
coult provide space for the
performing
arts, men's
and
women's athletics; indoor tennis
courts,
intramural
activities,
physical
education
classes,
rooms for the martial arts, and
also informal recreational and
meeting rooms that will accomodate the university'S more than
90 student
groups.
The
proposed
six-level
building
would also seat 12,000 for b
asketball games.
Whether the pavilion will be
built
in' the
near
future,
however,
depends
on the
decision of the State Board of
Education
In their
OCtober
meeting. Last spring, students

ThOUgh the multi-purpose
pavilion will primarily serve the
students at BSU, It. certainly
won't exclude the community of
Boise.
.
The Morrison Center for the
Performing
Arts may finally
becomeareallty.
It has, several
times now, suffered defeat at
the hands of the voters In Boise.
However, this time the Morrison Foundation maybe able to
use a share of the liquor
revenues for the State.
This
action was approved by the last
legislative
session,
pending
appropriation,
to help with the
financing of the Center, contributions will also be forthcomIng.
'
,
.Aecordlnq to Stan Daly,
secretary of the Greater Boise
Auditorium
District, quot~
in
the Stateman, "If the perform- '
Ing arts center can be 'located,
near the convention
center,
there will· be no need for the
corwentlon 'center to also include
a large
fixed
seat.
auditorium."
Daly also noted
that "Boise $tate is planning to
build a multipurpose pavilion on
the BSU campus. if this project
Is [lot achieved now, there i~ no
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guarantee It won't be in the
future. The Auditorium District
does not want to build a
multi-million
dollar facility that
could be duplicated In the future
on the BSU campus,
with
d I sast rous
f I nancl al
consequences for the district."
It Is Daly's belief that "the
university Is in dire need of such
a facility on campus, and the
Auditorium
District
commissioners are doing everything
they can to help BSU get their
facility."
Daly also said that It
would be so much the better if
the convention center and the
performing arts center could be
located near the proposed Boise
State Multipurpose
Pavilion.
But how much will such a
facility at Boise State cost, and
how Is It to be funded?
Originally the figure mentioned
was $20 million.
The State
Board said that amount of
money was out of the question.
The plans were restudied and a
figure of $14mllllon or less was
arrived at. Perez said former
ASB President ,Mike Hoffman
had been promised by someone
that ten million dollars would be
provided from outside money'
and 10 million
from
the
students.
But since that time,
money from outside sources is
now at least four million.
The
Bronco Athletic Association and
some other people are going to
provlde.sqme money on behalf
.of lh? community. .Perez also
mentioned that' 'we are not sure
the' $14 million is the lowest
figure. We could corre up with
even a lower .figure.
But,what
about
the equipment'
and
maintenance costs? Who gets
stuck with these atterthouqhts?
It's always the students who get
stuck.
That's why I want a
complete package:
"The
maintenance
and
equipment
costs were never
figured Into the $20 million or
even the $14 million figure.
It
appears to me that the only
avenue is to ask the state to pic!(
.up these costs, which could
amount to half a million dollars
ayear,and
the 1% Initiative, if
It becomes a reality, may affect
how much the State puts out for
this. When a total package Is
available, I'll then approach the
students and see If they do or do
not· want ..me to ask the State
Board
for Its· approval
or
disapproval.
If the students
once again indicate theY don't
want the facility, then I won't go
before the School Board., If it's
going to cost the students more,
then we can't have that.
But
there are several architectural
'firms looking at this and there is
a chance we can get down to a
lower figure. But Just how much
lower I don't,at
this time,
know."

According
to a statement
mady by Hoffman, "I anticipate
static from students over any fee
hike necessary to help build the
pavilion, but the day It Is opened
they're going to say 'Isn't this
great$'"
Hoffman was partly correct In
his assumption,
During
a
balloting session the students at
first indicated they were In favor
of the pavilion but later decided
they would rather not have to .
help pay for Its construction.
What changed their minds?
In January, 1977, an opinion
poll conducted
on campus
Indicated that 917 students were
In favor of the pavilion and 344
were not.
Even though the
majority were In favor of the
.facility, they did not want an
increase In student fees.
Only
389 were willing to pay higher
fees to help build the pavilion.
, Though the student leaders
and soma faculty members were
in favor of, Increasing student
fees by $50, there were some on
campus whO thought the Fine
Arts center should' be given
priority
over. the pavilion.
Others
believed
thel!!?rary
should be enlarged,
and its
services expanded.
Early in Maren, 1978,. two
poils
of the
student
body
produced interesting' results,
The first indicated that 1,141
students were In favor of the
pavilion,
and 225 students
against . the pavilion.
The
second poll, held during
an
election,
Indicated
that
531
students were in favor, 510
against, while 97 declined to
commit themselves.
Hoffman
said that
"the
method
of
informing
the students
was
different.
After they had been
Informed of the project during a
slide presentation and a questlon-and-answer period In classrooms, It was then the first poll
was conducted. The second poll
wascondueted during a student
election
and no explanatory
Information
accompanied
this
poll."
.
Though It is pure conjecture,
there is the possibility that had
all students
been properly
Inforined,
and perhaps. even
boon given a glimpse Into the
future of BSU, then maybe the
pavilion
WolJldn't have been
shelved by the State Board at
Pocatello. Had all the students
been Informed that more contracts could have been let which
might
have
resulted
in a
lower-than-14
million
building
cost figure, had they realized
then that a student Increase of

"
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Barry Commoner On Energy
breeder, it involves protection.
demand between now and 1985.
Environmentalist
and
The best evider.ce on that Isa
I'll
make
a
flat
prediction:
If
the
antl-nuclearcrltlc
•Barry Comreport by Professor Barton at
plan goes through,
the first·
moner's
latest
book, "The
Stanford Law SChool. He was .
thing that will be done with the
Poverty of Power",
makes a
asked by the Nuclear Regulatory
tax
money
is
to
subSidize
GE
for
strong case for converting our
CommisSion to analyze what
nuclear
power.
I
think
that
is
economic system to a socialist
would be the impact on civil
the purpose of the tax scheme.
one.
To Commoner, It is a
liberties
of the necessity of
What carter has in mind Is a'
question of whether the emphaprotecting plutonium from theft.
form
of
state
capitalism,
that
is,
sis is to be on practicality
or.
He describes
what would
the state to accumulate capital
profit.
happen if there were a theft by taxing the people and then
"The
point
is this,"
dissidents
would be arrested
directing
It where the state
Commoner says, "profit
is a
arbitrarily
and questioned,
inthinks
it
ought
to
go.
And
one
motivation for determining
the
cluding the use of torture.
,L,ie
segment of the existing industry
character of production and the
says that under such stringent
tl;lpt is in dire economic straights
character of products and the
circumstances,
there could be
Md must have an influx of
kinds of services we have is
no need to go to the court to be
Capital is nuclear power.
The
faulty.
It's the wrong criterion.
given the right to do these
aim is to use taxation
to
to' use for determining
how
things.
These breeders would
determine
the character
of
we're going to use our wealth
be ffilllti-bililon
dollar
units
energy
production.
and resources.
The answer is
which WOuld beowned by either
INT:
Supposing the governthat we not allow individuals to
the government or by the very
ment were to. put that money
determine the character of the
largest
corporations.
They
into solar energy development.
means of production. What we
would be under military control.
The investment of some billions
need is social governance of the
As Barton describes: You don't
in solar today would start the
means of production.
And that
have cops around these things;
whoie transition to solar energy.
is one-halt the definition
of
you have military units capable
It would quick~ develop an
socialism."
of pursuit.
It's a military
situation. Well, if you have the
bulk of the nation's
energy
system
dependent'
on units
\~OUWAt.1T
which are underJsomebodY's
COAl.?WE
military control, itl provides a
QWNTHE
ver'! ready base fl:lrdictatorial
MINES,'
control of the entire society.
It (the breeder) makes enormous changes in the whole
economic and political structure
of the country. The thing I have
against the carter Program Is
that it involves·pushlng
nuclear .
power, which would make no
sense without a breeder, and it
involves ·introducing a breeder.
INT: Thera is a claim that if we. '
do not build
nuclear power
.plants,
there
will
be an
enormous loss of jobs .
. B.C.:
A study made by the
Office of Technology
Assessment of the job capability
in
soiar
vs. coal-fired
and
coal-fired is certainly more labor
economically feasible Industry;
intensive than nuclear - and the
INT: The carter Plan is not
it would create jobs.. It wouid
ratio is something like 3 to 1 In
thinking in terms of surviving,
begin to stabilize the price of
. favor of solar.
And that's
with the amount of energy
energy.
simply
jobs for
producing
available,
but .constantly
ex-·
... Saunders Miller. in his
energy.
But
much
more
pandlng the rate of-production
economic analysis of. nuclear
important
is the impact
of
of energy. What Is there in this
and coal power, discusses the
decentralization
on jobs.
economic systme, that causes
Impact of solar energy. . He
Solar has to be done on a local
this?
Why is more and more
rnak'es the point: the moment
basis. Take solar couectors in
energy necessary?
.
that photovoltaic cells become
an area where there are tile
B.C.: - What's happened in the
economically competltlve is the,
roofs 'that are slanted In a
US since WNII Is that the
death
knell
of the
utility
certain way.
It will take a
productivity of energy, that Is~
Industry. And the reason is that
certain type of expertise to do
the economic output per QTU In
their rate of 'retui:n Is fixed,
them. In another area, It will be
manufacturing
has dropped so
based on capital. You know
different.
VVhat that means Is
that it takes more energy to get
what happened In 1973 - when
that It is going to have to require
the same unit of output.
The
the demand for power' went
local Industry,
which means
only reaon why this has not been
down,
the rates
went .up,
small-scale contractors and so
true of the economy as a whole
beceuse they're
allowed
to
on, and it's bound to be labor
. until recently is that slmultancharge whatever rate will giVe
. Intensive.
Not simply because
eously we were developing more
them the rate of return on
of the mechanics of making the
service activities which have
capital.
VVhen photovoltalc
but also because of the
high productivity.
In the service
~mes competitive, the rate of _ things,
need for local Installation,
Industry, the same process Is
utilizing the generator capacity
maintenance and so on.
underWaY. VVherOOS you used
. falls, they raise the price and
The other thing Is that the
to haVe people running elevamore people will go photovolmoment you've got a source. of
tors, It Is now done by electrons,
talc.
'
energy wt)lch Is efficient on a
secretaries
are replooed
by
INT: You have written that the
small eeale, you enhance the
word-processing
equipment,
political consequences, of nu. economic strength of small scale
etc.
So the subStitution
of
clear technology
will
be to
operations
which are always
human
labor
by machines
provide an energy base for
going to be more labor intensive
means energy that you heed to
fascism.
I would like you to
than largo scale ones. So I don't
run the machines.
expand on that.
think there's any dOubt that
INT:To
retumto.
your
B.C.: You can see It In the
solar Is mora arnenm>le to a
statement that we cannot leave
'Carter
Plan: .
Of thE! new
sensible labor Intensive conIt up to Individuals to determine !
demand between now and 1985,
struct.
how . things should be done
73 percent. will be met by
beCause of profit, to what extent
nuclear power and. coal, and
.The Barry Commoner Intercan Pres. Carter dlroct which
most of that coal will go to
view
was conducted by A.P.
way things go by taxing?
produce electricity.
At the
Balachandran &. Chris Murray
B. C.: What he sayS the plan Is
present time, 28 percent of the
and first pUblished by the
- about 15to put a wellhead taxon
energy budget Is· electrical, by
Syracuse Peace Council. .n has
oil In order to cut doWn the use
'1985 something like 53 percent
been reprInted with permIssIon.
of 011. I don,t think that's what
will be eieclrli:al.
In other
it's about, given the Inelasticity
words, the Carter Plan Involves
of the. purchaSe of. fuel and
ihtensiflcation
of centralized
historical experience, .and •the
power production.·
If It's to
fact that even by their own
continue, l.t has to Involve a
figures, the saving YoIluld be 2.7
.breeder''If
1.1 Involves
a
, percent of the Increment
of .

Pavillion
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less than $50 per semester was
possible, then perhaps Martin-:
dale and Constantine would not
have circulated their petition.
. september is going tobe an
Important month at Boise State
University.
Not only will
students once again be returning to a classroom situation,
they will also decide whether
they do or do not want the
multipurpose pavilion built.
If
their answer Is yes, then In two
years the facility will become a
reality. But if the answer is no,
plans will have to be shelved for
another year.
According
to
Perez "the students' wishes are
paramount.
It is not what I
want,
but rather
it's
the

students'
complied

withes
with,"

that

will

be

With the proposed pavilion on
campus,BSU
won't necessarily
be just a "football
school,"
With all the advantages of the
proposed new facility, BSU will
be able to take its place among
the colleges of the Northwest
and offer students from other
states and other countries more
of an Incentive to study at BSU.
But Perez said, "Its got to be a
facility that will provide all of us
with the opportunity to get some
cultural entertainment
- some
cultural advancement in Boise,
Idaho, and not just at Boise
State,"

Now'
Playing
Chapter 3

Dancing'
Thur-sot

9:00-1 PM

Serving
Lunches 11:30-2,:30

Dinner 5-9

Banquet & Party Facilities
Tue.-Ladie's Giggle Hour 5-6:30 .

612 west Idaho .

-sronco's Are- Number
II

1

r·

Welcome to BStJ

~speciai"·shJdenf··prjces
...........................................................
r.
D'arches - WIC and Print Papers

20CY~ff

AquaBee Newsprint Pads 20%off
Wood Sketch Boxes 20%off
Art & Sign no. 8

...

29

Brushes
CYoff
......
............,)
0% off on all.
' other art and drafting
supplies good. thru _S~pt. 16

lettering

1·

* featuring.:

Winsor & Newton

white nylon brushes

* large selection

of assorted portfoliOS &presentatiofl
cases* New low prices on Hyplar

Acrvhcs
OPEN Till 9PM

Art Supply

Aug 30" 3i
Sept 1;5,6,7,8
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DowdEmphasizesCreativity

In Food ServiCce
"fast food" type of service.
"We've eliminated lines, which
tend to tum the snack bar into a
cafeteria. That's not what we
want to make of It; there's a
cafeteria upstairs."
One plan that didn't quite
work out this year was a "bake
and take shop", which would
have been located neXt to the
stairs In the SUB lobbY. The
shop would feature doughnuts
and quick bakery Items on a
bake-as-you-watchbasis. V\'hat
held this project up, said [k)wd,
was the limited amount of
money available for the necessary remodeling and equipment.

, resulted In a fulHledged meal
by Bud Humphrey
plan based on "alternative"
eating styles.. "Whitworth was
"Creative" is the word Al!en
more advanced In this way than
[k)wd aspires to live by: "To be
BSU seems to be," he said.
flexible, to be open, to oome up
"Where this all has to originate
with new Ideas - whatever that ,
_ any big step like this -is from
wordtmMlns, It's a goal."
the Interest of all the people
[k)wd, manager Of Saga Food
Involved."
Service at BSU since June I,
Right now, the Interests of
reflected that "so many things
Boise State's boarding students
can change from year to year.
seemtobeprettywell established'
You try to meet those changes."
along a traditional
line.
His job Is to oversee the
"There'S LOTS OF ROOM TO
operation of the student unJon
START BRINGING IN NEW
snake bar, the second floor
IDEAS· BUT WHEN TEN
dining hall, and catering for
PEOPLE WANT SOMETHING
BSU student. and campus
AND -?? PEOPLE DON'T·
affairs, with the assistance of
THERE'S NOT MUCH YOU
Roger Wong, boarding and
CAN DO ABOUT IT."
catering manager;
Helen
The university, in making its
Harris,longtime manager of the
specifications for the type ofsnack bar; and Steve Wock,
service saga was to provide, had
cash operations and marketing
to follow tho apparent Interests
manager. "Our challenge Is
of the students, he noted.
great," said Dowd, "and we've
"When we took over the
got a strong team working on it
contract, there were very
, - our management has given us
detailed and specific directions
all the support we need."
about all types of service - the
A native of Buhl, Idaho Dowd
number and type of entrees
has worked for saga for nearly
required, various standards of
ten years, {atety at Whitworth '
quality," he said, geSturing
College in Spokane. While at
toward a PIz-inch thick ring
Whitworth, he cooperated with
binder.
"IN terms of the
a student group on a basic
customers' needs, the speclfieanutrition
program,
which

tlons are so spelled" out -,. but
they're good gUidelines to wook
with."
Since the food handling
procedureshadbeenprearranged
to such an extent, Dowd decided
to make most of his first year
innovations in marketing rather
than processing. Thesnock bar,
for example, has been changed
noticeably in decor, and has
been streamlined to provide a

Sony or later,
.'
.
_ . y~u'll want

CODlpact stereo.

"We're working, In general to
make it more exciting to come in
to the student union building,"
he said. "We're cooperation
with people in the SUBona lot of '
special and promotions."
Among these he mentioned a
"bookmark special" in cahoots
with the bookstore, the Organizational Faire and an ASBSU
picnic in' Julia Davis Park,
"Every day, in addltlon, we will
have a special that will bring
people in. That way we. can
increase our business, and
satisfy more people's needs."
Even though much of his
energy Is spent on marketing
the present system, [k)wd Is not
wllling to forget his work In
, baslcnutrltlon with Whitworth.
"That experience was amazing.
The students and the people at
theoollege gathered Information
for an extensive kit of nutrition
awareness Information -it Isn't
ali available, but It' wlll be
soon." He plans to promote, In
small ways ?S of yet, a similar
spirit of awareness of eating
based on body needs.
Ultimately, he would like to
a similar full-blown program,

see '

ria --".'c'., .. ,
-~

[;.6)'"

HP-710/SS-710
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FM STEREO AND FMI AM RECEIVER
RECORD PLAYER
'
Who says you have to go to pleces;o get good sound,
,With a Sony Compact Stereo System you can have component sound In a nice lillie package, And with the name
Sony you know you're not compromising
on quality or
features, So, if you're trying to get a sound system to'
gether, get one that's got It together. . ,A Sony Compact
Stereo System.

:!.

FEATURES.
3-speed BSR auto/manual
turntable with
viscous-damped
tonearm cueing lever and anti-skating
cornponsauon
e High-compliance
ceramic cartridqe and
diamond stylus. FET Front-end FM tuner. Automatic
FM mono-stereo
switching with indicator light. Solidstate all-silicon amplifier.
Continuous bass and treble
controls.
Loudness compensation
switch. Tape monitor switch. Tuning meter e Two 2-way speakers, eacs
containing an 8" woofer and 3" tweeter

~ASQNY;"

SPECIAL PURCHASE PRICE '/

00

$
G

fla -raeJt
.DOWNTOWN

12-The

asserts.

BSU lheatreProfessor
Takes A Year In Nigeria

-~~~
Ii

"an ongoin;involved educational process with a sound
nutritional emphasis. It would
require an atmosphere -that
creates a positive attitude Promotes eating simply," he
said.
"But Ican't do It; the school
can't do It. There needsto be an
involved· student group; .there
needs to be the Interest. It
would need everyone's support.
"If the Food Service Committee
(romprlsed of students from
each dorm) starts to approach It,
they can get things changed,"
said Dowd.
"Nutrition
Is
becorninq one of the biggest
issures in the United States, and
we have the responsibility to
lear about it."
.
Cooperation with the Vo-Tech.
school's food service program Is
another dimension Dowd said
could add to saga's service to
the university.
"We can
possibly lnterwork in both an
academic sense of on-job
training, and a non-academic
sense, in the food service
business.
say they have a
three-wee course In doughnut
. training.
After those three
weeks, they don't want to keep
on cooking doughnuts, (to
operate thelrseparalecafeterla),
but they have the problem of
how to get rid olthe stuff. They
can help us there. and we can
{JIve .. ; 'on the spot training.
We'rejust starting to get cornmunicatlon going.
It's a
situation of here we are, there
you are, how can we get
along?"
The .alm, [k)wd
of his entire operation is
to provide the beJ>t servlce at the
best price.
"Institutional
food," he admits, "is not
Mom's. home cooking. Next to
that, we're trying to provide as
good as we can."
•

WESTGATE MALL
Quality Stereo Equipment
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by Bud Humphrey
BecauseAmerican theatre has
been reduced to an "empty
exercise" for the most part. Del
Corbett has left Boise State for a
year to study African ritual
theatre In Nigeria. "Theater. at
the base, is ritual anyway - but
we've rome a long way from
using that effectively," he said.
Corbett, a theatre instructor at
BSU since 1969, will establ1sh
and teach a theatre arts
program at. the University of
Benin, a seven-year-old ool1ege
In Nigeria. He Intends, with
this program,to
"investigate
and preserve the best of African
theatrical ritual" and "Imbue it
with the technique of Western
theatre .- timing, etaging,
lighting."
The inspiration for his
one-year residence· In Benin
came from his participation In a
ritual theatre workshop last
summer at New York University, he noted. There he and
several other
participants
staged stories from Indembu
mythology,
mainly
using
"highly symbolic, non-actlng
elements, visual symbols; we
put It together In three de.ys, It
was very simply done, and very
effective. This culture Is loaded
with mythology,very
simple
stories, beautiful to stage,and
simple to stage.

'''Black Elk Speaks' Is an
example we've seen In town,"
Corbett oontlnued, referring to a
recent production about the
American Indian. "It's staged
as a documentary, but It's very
theatrical, and there was a great
deal of ritualism In it. We all
'kind of dismiss this klnd of
thought,
but it makes a
difference - there's a more
active ooncern In the audience."
In addition, Corbett hopes to
bring a unique approach to
Western theatre bock to BSU.
"The major problem with
theatre today," he stated, "is a
lack of oommitment to the
central theatricality of It - It's
become more of an exercise
than a social function, as It once
was." He will search out ways,
he said, to use the styles of
African music in his future
pursuits - "a very r1jythmlc,
stylish music, that lends Itself to
dance." '
The upshot, he said, would be
to make theatre "more meaningfUl for the'al.'dlence.
With
television and films, _who's
going to be Interested In going
to a play and paying three or
five dollars for a performanqe
that would be much better done
on TV anywa'/lThe·
ritual
element .could enhance our
theatre Immensefy."
.

.,.

....,

Terrorists
cont.
Joshua Nkomo, the leader of
ZAPU and a Methodist
lay
preacher, last september made
a special radio broadcast from
Lusaka thanking
missionaries
for their services and assuring
them they would beneeded in a
free Zimbabwe.
•'We do not
hate you, but Instead we have a
deep admiration for you and for
the services and the sacrifices
that you are making for the sake
of the African people."
One of the most powerful
propaganda weapons In the war,
seldom mentioned In the American media, has been the setous
·Scouts, a special counter-insurgency unit which Impersonates
guerriilas and commits atrocities In order to discredit the
authentic liberation forces.
A
French mercenary who recently
lett the Rhodesian army spoke
about the Scouts In an Interview
which appears In the July 9
edition
of the Paris weekly
Nouvel
Observateur.
He
explained that their movements
are extremely secret and _even .
the regular army Isn't aware of
all their activities. "I have been
told,"
he said, ,. ln ' some
operations
there were serous
Scouts who disguised
themselves as Mozambican soldiers
or guerrillas In order to attack
the villagers andtravelers or kill
missionaries.'!
This tactic was
designed to make the guerrillas
unpopular with the local people,
he explained,
and was an
Integral part of. the regime's
psychological warfare.
Thorough church ..investlgations ·of previous
Incidents
against
missionaries
indicate
that theselous
Scouts. were
indeed responslbte for many of
the deaths.
Church personnel
are also aware that bandits
sometimes call themselvesguerrillas but owe allegiance to no
nationalist
movement.
In
addition, they have wltnessed
too many government atrocities
against the African population
to rule out the possibility that
the government might use the
same tactics against them.
Those foreign journalists who
have probed deeply enough to
raise similar questions about
government
propaganda
have
paid the price for reporting the
truth.
Ken
Englade,
a,
free-lance reporter writing. for
Time magazine and some U.S.
papers, was deported In May
after writing about the regime's
secret hangings of guerrillas.
AP photographerJ.
Baughman
was expelled in December atter
traveling
with the Rhodesian
army's Grey Scouts and d~lbIng their torture tactics.
This
June, the Rhodesian authorities
refused an entry visa .to Polly
Toynbee of the London GuardIan.. Last year BBC rorrespondent Brian Barron was refused
an extension of his work permit
because, when reporting on a
massacre of. 23 Africans
In
northeastern Rhodesia, he said, .
"Well,
we only. have the
F\hoC:IeSlansecruity forces' version of the story;"
Such desperate attempts to
suppress information may gives .
clue to who Is telling the truth in .
Rhodesia.
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TheD st of Hollywood

tickets are gone.
The picture
isn't necessarily as glum as it
appears from here.

limited number of tickets to sell;
when these are gone, "Th-th-thth-that's all folks!"
And, even
at this early date, most of the

Tickets. Tickets.· Tickets.
\/\/here to get tickets?
The
question brings a hard answer.
Each team member
has a

The Golden Age of Hollywood
kicks off a different concept of
entertainment
planned by the
Programs Board. The students,
faculty, and administration
at
BSU are in for far more than
movies, concerts, and lectures
during
the '78-'79
year
if
Programs Director Mary Ann
Talbott has her way. Attempting to draw
together
the
Community and the campus, she

. Oral Roberts Nixes Fatties'
inches above the knee. Oral
Roberts
University,
said by
some to resemble a gold course
for extraterrestrials,
was founded by evangelish Oral Roberts.

(CPS) No fatties are allowed at
.oral Roberts University. In fact,
thunder thighs and spare tires
are so frowned upon at the
religious school that students
are pressured to lose the excess
weight-or
else face possible
academic probation and sus-pension.
. The Oklahoma
City
ACLU
offiCe thinks that the school's
"Sound Mind in a Sound Body"
approach
is oppressive.
The
office has flied a 75 page
complaint
that
the school's
policy Is •'discriminating
against IndividualS with minor
health
problems,
disabilities
and Imperfections. '-'

Cont.

FEATURING

Upon entering the Institution,
which
places restrictions
on
other areas of student life as
well,
students. are given
a
romplete physical examination,
including a tam to determine the
amount of body fat. If tests show
that fat makes up more than 35
percent of a woman's
body
weight, and 25 percent of a
man's body weight, the studant
Is considered obese and placed
on a "Pounds 00'-' program.
The student is required to meet
with the school physician and
work
out a comprehensive
weight loss program.
Oral Roberts University
has/
codes that prohibit
drinking
alcOhol, smoking (anythln), and
prevents women from wearing
skirts which are more than four,

rn;"

'1.00
DIS-COUNT
IN SEPTEMBER
WITH )TUDENT OR FACULTV ID

AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTTO

·~zrdbD

proposes such entertainment as
an all-city marathon featuring
top name runners and a new
approach
to
Homecoming
week. "We are in the business
of providing overall entertainment,"
she stated.
Judging
from the excitement generated
by The Golden Age of Hollywood, the ASBSU Programs
Board Is off to a good start.
Before this scene fades out,
what was Clark Gable's final
line in Gone With the Wincf?
(answer on page 25.)

ALL PHOTOGRAPHY STt,JDENTS

.

i

,~

828 Idaho Street
e
FEATURING
.

.

343·8541

.

SERVING THE AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER
COMPLETE QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS·
At A SAVINGS -.SINCE
...
,.

.

.

.' •
1910

e

URGES YOU TO COMPARE

(i)

INVITES YOU TO STOP IN AT EITHER LOCATION - BALLOU-LATIMER
CAMERA SHOP
AT NINTH AND IDAHO STREET OR IN THE WESTGATE MALL AT 7830 FAIRVIEW AVENUE - AND
REGISTER

Q

PRICES BEF-ORE YOU BUY ANYTmNG

WITH US AS A PHOTOGRAPHY

STUDENT

FOR YOUR PHOTOGRAPHY

DARKROOM SUPPLIES

CLASS

e

GUARANTEES YOU A TRUE 15"/0 STUDENT DISCOUNT ON ALL SUBSEQUENT
DARKROOM SUPPLIES REQUIRED FOR YOUR PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS
.

Q

MAINTAINS

Q

FEATURES NIKON. CANON. OLYMPUS. PENTAX. ROLLEI, VIVITAR, BESELER, OMEGA. DURST,
BUSHNELL, SANKYO. ILFORD. LUMINOS, CIBACHROME. AGNECOLOR. AND EASTMAN KODAK

A LARGE STOCK OF NEW AND USED CAMERAS.

ED, HAS KNOWLEDGABLE.

DOWNTOWN

.

OFFERS YOU A "TRUE 20% DISCOUNT ON YOUR INITIAL PURCHASE.OF
REQUIRED

QUALITY
CAMERAS
AND
SOUND

HONEST. FAIR,ANDINTERESTEDPEOPLE

PURCHASES

OF

LENSES, AND ACCESSORIES

WHO ARE PROFESSIONALS

WILLING TO SPEND THE TIME TO WORK WITH YOU
e

WANTS TO KNOW YOU AND W ANTS TO DO BUSINESS
.

WITH YOU

.
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THE ARBITER 112 In your

CAMPUS

PICNIC

dorm

complete wllh games, S - 7
pm at Julia Davis Park:

Ifrst week 01 c1esoos. Contact
musIc department lor Inlo.

A

thru OCtober S

385-1530
ALL

through

TRA!'!SITIONS

exhibit by BIll RIchmond,

2:30-4:30 prn,
Nez Perce Room, SentS - 6.

BSU Music Department Mels-'
auditions

5

BSU Theatre

Boylrlend,"

HOLIDAY;,.NO

CLASSES
terslngors

L

TUE

MON

NATIONAL

F

Dance will lollow, 7 - 10
pm.
Cll1lIIlai: Movle:l: TILLIE'S
PUNCTURED ROMANCE
& THE FLYING OEUCES

11

12

Square Dancing Club, SUB

GOLDEN

.' 'AGE'

OF

Ballroom 7:30 pm • 9:60

HOLLYWOOD-THE

LAST

regular

prn,

foIlO~lng.

club

50

dance

33&-9535

YEARS

.rpm,

Crlos and

lor

Inlormatlon
Last day to, register late,
except

385-3623
Meets each, Monday

13

Film:

Wl\lspOl1l. CllII385-1223

SUI3

'Ballroom

or

foreign

by

petltlon, 9am -

12000n and, 1pm - 4pm
THE ARBITER U 3 between
classes

1

18'

17

MembershIp Mooting

uute

Boise

Theater

2

Pop Film: "Mr.

Roberts"

call 385-1223 lor Inlormatlon

-

Deadline

6 p.rn., Everyone Welcome

for applications

.Ior Idaho Historic Preservation Grants.
For Information call Idaho
State

Historical

Society,

384-2120
THE ARBITER U 4
At Lunch

Hours
ARBITER
PM.

OFFICE:

WEEKDAYS

CLASSIFIEO

FRIDAYS.

6:00

AM

DEADLINES
AND

TO

4:00

l.ETTERS

5:00
PM·

TO

THE

5:00 PM .FRIDAYS.

BOISE GALLERY
TUESDAY
BOISE

AD

ARTiCLES

EDITOR

SUNDAY

OF ART:

- SUNpAY

PUBLIC

TKURSDAY

AM

9:od

(BEGINNING

SEPTEMBER

AM

10) ':00

SUN.DAYS
BRONCO

':00

AND

801&0 Gallery (

PM.

SUNDAY

Free Wodneod

PM

5:00 PM.

8:00

LIBRA.RY:

AM TO 1':00 PM. SATURDAYS

THROUGH
FRIDAY

pM;
6:00

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY

WEEKLY

7:30

9:00 AM TO 5:00 PM.

PM TO 11:00 PM.

STADIUM:

OPEN FOR ,JOGGERS 7:00 AM

TO 8:00 PM.
IDAHO

HISTORICAL

SATURDAY

9:00 AM

MUSEUM:
5:00 PM.

MONDAY
SUNDAY

:'1'0 5:00. PM.
I

2

MONDAY.

MONDAY

'1'09:00

SATURDAY

TUE

12:00 NOON TO 5:00 PM

• CLOSED

LIBRARY:

9:00

2

MoN
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THRU
':00

PM

THE ARBITEF
At Hemo

1

.31

Bolsa Gallery of Art Exhibit: Nez." fe,

ER BEGINS
For

10rs:

LATE REGISTRATION
your

Organization Fair SUB Snack Bar

Bronco Stadium

Patio

2

Drawings of Maurice Laaansky '

KAID Channel 4: tho Joffery Ballet
performs accompanied by the Buffalo

thru Sept. 30.

Phllharmon!c Orchestra, 4pm

Outdoor Actlvltlea;

n from 7am-8pm.

FOR INFORMATION: BERNE JACKSON
385-1455 OR 344-9512

Backpacking

In the Sawtooths, Sept 1 - 3.

riAL FAIRE

Open to

AR PATIO
Polley Cartoon

anyono.

385-1455,

344-9512
Arbiter Classified deadline 4:00

thru Sept 17 In

p.m. , Owyhee Room, 2nd Floor
SUB

laho Fair thru Sat,

l

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THUR

'ED

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES CENTER
SEPTEMBER 8: SLiCK ROCK CLINIC
SEPTEMBER 15: MT. HEYBURN
SEPTEMBER 22: TABLE ROCK CLINIC
SEPTEMBER 29: SAWTOOTHS TRIP

Meets 4:l'm SUB

>OfS

THUR

7

BOISE LITTLE THEATRE
tion "The

8

Produc-

Boise Public Library sponsors a Children's
Singalong, 2pm

Year Itch, "Sept

Sovon

8,9,10,12,13,14,15,16.

342-5104

Boise State University

Gallery hosts an

Annual Arts & Crafts Festival /lOglns

opening parly for TRANSITIONS by Bill

sI noon, Julia Davis Pork through the

Richmond, 6:30 pm

10th
Outdoor, AdJvllfcs:

Climbing clinic

FOOTBAlLII BSU va. CAL STATE, 7:30
pm Bronco Stedlum

Intermediate

Troasure Valley Concerts presents "Cham-

for beginning

and

climbers sI Slick Rock, Sapt 8 - 10,

pagne Jam," Los Bois Pork, lOam to Bpm

385-1455 or 344-9512
ARBITER classlfieds due, 4:00 pm
365-1464

15

1

qLITDOOR ACTIVITIES: Mountal,n- '

-"E,I Fin dol Mundo" by Luis Valdez,
a drama In the Special Events Center
Bpm. 345-9761 for Information

,

1

BoI~e Public Library prooents Traditional

ooring, Nor:h lace of Mt. Hayburn In

InJian Dances from IdaM at 2pm

the 5aWlooths. experienced climbers

Bol,~

only,

eponscred

Sept

15-17.

385-1455

or

Arell

Youl",'

by ~Ise

ClEAN-A-THON
Friends
I.

'FOOTBALL: BSU vs Long tleach State at

344-9512
ARBITER Closslfled Ads In

by

7:30 pm In the Bronco Stadium

4:00 •

pm, Owyhee Room, second lloor sua

Fell Lceturo SorfM: "Coal Mln!ng"

1

BSU Music Oopartment
Faculty Recital:

22

Jim Hopper,

BOISE PUBLIC LIBRARY:
2 p.rn.

Tour of Boise City Zoo,

by Dr. John KeillOr

Clarinet. ecemp. by Madeline

8 p.m., Speclal Eventa Contor

plano

FOOTBALL:

8:15 p.m., Special Events Center

BSU VS NORTHERN
7:30 pm, Bronco Stadium

Hsu

MHAFB DANCE
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES:
Rock Climbing Clinic at Table Rock
Mostly for beginners
Sept 22nd - 24th
364-1455, 344-'l512
CLASSIFieD ADS WITH RESULTS
4:00 ArbltM

office; Owyhee Floom

2nd Floor, SUB

27
"David

28

Outdoor Actlvltl811:

Hsmlllon's

Sepl 29th - OCt 1el

ectlon"

Open 10 anyone

l for Infol'lMtI:>n

385-1455, 344-9512

ry of M:

sodaY

29

Bacl<pacldng In IhO Sawtoolhs

I: IISWonBeautleslf
I:

,FRIDAY

THUR

NED

Night Programs

eOISE

CIVIC

OPERA

P_1I

'''Faust

by Gounod

eepltal High Auditorium
8:15. Sol'I. 29lh & 20th

rER .5

ARBITER Clasclflcd Ads 4:00, Owyhee Room •• ,'hnd
Floor SU~

..

SATURDAY
Boise Public Library:
Halloween Costume ldeas
2 p.m.

3

BSUBOOKSTORE:
WED., AUGUST 30
THUR., AUGUST 31
FRI., SEPTEMBER 1
SAT., SEPTEMBER 2
SUN., SEPTEMBER 3
MON., SEPTEMBER 4
TUE., SEPTEMBER 5
WED., SEPTEMBER G
.THUR., SEPTEMBER 7
FR!.,SEPTEMBER
8
SAT.; SEPTEMBER9
"

8:00AM
6:00 AM - 8:00 PM
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
10:00 AM • 4:00 PM

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
10:00

CLOSED
CLOSED
AM - 8:00 PM
AM- 8:00PM
AM • 8:00 PM
AM • 5:00 PM
AM - 4:00 PM

')

THE STORE, WILl. RETURN TO, ITS REGULAR
HOURS OF 8:00 AM TO 5:00 PM ON MOND ....Y.
SEPTEMBER 11.

Wednesda}',Au~m:t30,1978-15
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lOOKING AHEAD
Big Sky Championship

Favorite Boise State
, Lonnie Hughes,
a secondThis should be the "Year of
team AII-BSC performer, Is back
the Horse." The defending Big
to head the receiving corps after
Sky champion Broncos lost 20
catchirig 36 passes for 664 yards
valuable players to graduation
and
five
scores
in 1977.,
after their 9-2-{) season and
Returning lettermen and newperfect 6-0-{) league record in
gomersare
needed to develop
1977. Those 20 players include
WId improve the pass-catchlng
almost
all of the two-deep
crew.
defensive line and five starters
All-league
first-team
center
along the offensive front.
.,
Mark Villano will anchor the
The Bronco offense ledthe
. offensice line, but he will be
conference with an average' of
surrounded by several excellent
424.0 total yards to rank fifth
all-league caliber JC recruits,
nationally
while the passing
. guard
Bill
Roberds,
tackle
game was the country's
12th
Renny Buchner,
tackle Carl
best. Quarterback Hoskin H0gAllen ar,dWebb
Sphar, an
an, a second-team all-league
all-coast
tight
end.
DalE! Philpick, is back to guide the offense
lips, Villano's backup, will be
after passing for 1,565 yards
moved
to guard,
but the
and
13 touchdowns
as a
holdovers
and new recruits
sophomore in 1977 while comshould plug the holes along .the
pleting 50.5 per cent of his
offensive front.
passes.
lXlug Scott is the only veteran
The running game produced ,
on
the three-man defensive line.
220.9 yards a game last fall, and
Returning
letterman Dennis
the top four rushers are back led
Brodin will help, but this is
by sophomores Cedric Minter
another area where the Broncos
(877 yards for a BSU mark),
heavily recruited a11"league calTerry zahner (724 yards) and
iber JC Ali-American noseguard
David Hughes (258 yards), and
Willie Tufono, defensive tackles
senior Fred Goode (584 yards).
Jack White and Mark Winton,
Minter set the school's singleand all-league performer
Bob
season
rushing
mark,
but
Cabrera.
Zahner,: .wno missed spring
The Iinebacklng is solid with
drills
with
a broken
foot,
returning starters Bob Macaulbecame the Big Sky's first
ey, Willie Beamon and Larry'
freshman to earn all-league
, Polowski.
BSU uses a 3-4
first-team honors in the confer.:.
alignment
with
Macauley
inence's 15-season football hisside, and Beamon and Polowski
tory.

on the outside. Beamon was a
second-team All-American
and
first-team
AII-BSC
pick last
season, Polowskl earned second
team honors,· while Macauley,
BSU's 1977 Most Inspirational
Player
award
winner
and
leading
tackler (120 tackles)
earned all-league
honorable
mention honors:
Second-team All-Big Sky performer sam Miller heads the
secondary
along
with
Nash
Balinton
and Larry
Morritt.
Layne . Osborne. also returns
after missing last fall with an
early season injury. Miller was a
second team Academic
AIIAmerica.
•
Boise State will face the
toughest schedule in the school 's
to-season history with nonleague' gS!!'8S against
major
college ricals GS-Fullerton, GSLong Beach and San Jose State,
· and college
division
powers
Northern
Mlchl9aJ1 arid Cal
Poly-SLO. If Criner
rebuild
the two -unes, the' Broncos
·should notch their fifth Big Sky
grid title in the last six seasons .

can

•
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Co-Fdvorite
Northe~nArizona
NAU returns 19 starters from •
last season's 9-3 team that
finished second In the Big Sky
with a 5-1 mark, ·tled for the
number 5 spot nationally among
Division II schools and partie'~ipated In the national playoff~.
!
The Lumberjacks' strong point
defensively will be the fact that
eight of nine returning starters
will. be starting for their third
consecutive season, and three of
them have been starters since
midWay through their freshman
seasons. Last fall NAU led the
Big Sky In total defense (293.8
yards
per game),
rushing
Walker and Ray Smith,.' the
defense
(104.7) and sooring
league's top two punt returners.
defense (15.4). Offensively, the
The loss of Jurich, who red
Axers will' be strong in the
the conference In scoring and
skJlled posltlons especially at
kick-soo'rlng with 92 points while
running·back and wide receiver.
being selected as the offensive
With 10 starters returning on
Player of the Year in 1977, is a
offense, the Axers' main CO""
concern
as he handled
all
cern is finding a replacement ~or
kicking duties. At the moment,
Herb
Daniel,
who
ranked
finding a replacement for both
second In the conference in total
. Jurich and Daniel ..are the prime
offense (172.7) and third In
things really keeping NAU from
passing (1,822 yards on· 122
matching last season's perforoomplelons). Those battling for
mance.
IheNo:1 spOt will be ho!dovers
Robbin Jones and Steve Loomis
along with transfer Bill Holst for
quarterback.
!;'i0lst Passed for
1,340 yards
while
leading.
Golden West JC to a 9-2-{) mark
last season.
t'
The loss of all-league guard
Friedrichs
also hurts,
but
starters return at the four other '
interior
line spots.
James
Collins Is back at tight end along
'Montana
State
hopes
to
with tackles Jim Delaney and
improve on Its 6-4 record a
Ted Kawulok.
,
Collins, and wide receivers
.season ago that includes a 3-3
,Big Sky mark. Sonny Lublck, a
Tyrone Peterson and ken Fraser
Bobcat assistant for the, past .
combined to catCh 83 of the 128
passes completed by'· NAU .in .
eight seasons" takes over the
1977. Fraser caught 33 passes
belmfrom
Sonny Holland, who
for 636 yards and four touch- .
r~ired at the end of 1977.
downs and Collins snared 19 for
Heading Into the 1978 season,
247 yards.
MOntana State has 32 returning
Both starting runnlngba6ks
lettermen, including seven of"
return with all-league fullback
fensive
and . nine defensive
Carl Golden and tailback Allan
starters. Lublck's main concern .
Clark. Golden, who has earned
during
this fall . will
be to
a1i-BSC honors the past two
strengthen
the offensive
line
seasons, rushed for 704 yards
that was hit hard by graduation.
and 10 scores last fall to up his
find a fullback
and deVelop
career totals to 1,638 yards and
depth on defense, especially In
17 scores. Clark had 665 ·yards
the secondary.
rushing
and two scores to
The Bobcats, who led the Big
s, improve
his career totals to
Sky In rushing with 244.5 yards
1,3!Il yards and 12 touchdowns.
per game to rank 11th nationTo add depth, NAU has Willard
ally, will build the offensive line
. Reaves In reserve as he rushed
around senior .tackle Borchardt.
for 401 yards In six games as a
A . three-season starter. Borfreshman last season.
chardtwas an .a1I~league pick In
Defensively, NAU looks soUd
1977. He will team with starting
for. 1978. Ends Ed· Hightower
guard junior
Jay Daly and
and Ed Judie. tackle Jim Anders
redshirt Jeff Conley, who prior
and middle guardNealHlgglnto last season was a starter •
. .son return lip front .Linebackers
Hoping to 'fill the void at center
baok are Jeny Lumpkin and Phil
will either be sophomores Derek
Cancik.Hightowerand
LumpWunch or Larry Rubens. Sophkill. a first-team all-league pick .
omore-Mike Ereaux Is projected
In 1977, were the team's top
to start at the other tackle While
tacklers with more than 120
junior
Butcn Damberger. or
each.
...
sophoinore Tom Fox battle for
Three of the four defensive
the tight end spot. .
backS return, including .two- .
Veterans Paul Dennehy at QB
time AII-BSC perforrwr
Harold
and tailback Deimar Jones sport
Smith. The other two are Joe
the BObcat offenSe;. Dennehv

OD 3.
'M ntan
State
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was

the first-team all-BSC pick
asa sophomore when he guided
. MSU to the NCAA Division II
national title. He has rushed for
782 yards and passed for 1,334
yards and 29 touchdowns the
past two seasons. Jones led the
conference In rushing In 1977
and. was 10th nationally with
1,050 yards
while
earning
all-league honors. Junior Scott
Hoard, whO rushed for 606
yards
last
fall,
is Jones'
replacement. Junior Jeff L.osett
Is. the leading candidate over
sophomore
Jeff
Davis
and
transfer Mike. Ulerller
for the
fullback position.
The entire
wide receiving
crew returns with Juniors Mark
McGrath andJ€lff
Murl, and
senior scott Qulttem.- The trio
combined to catch 40 of the 64·
passes completed tast season by
MSU, which Is not noted for its
passing game.
The Bobcats return' lettermen
at every position on defense, but
the depth up front and In the
secondary is the major concern.
All-league
senior tackles Rick
VanCleeve
and Ric Kelsic
anchor the line along with senior
end John Close and seior middle
guard
Tom
Powell.
Seniors
Mark DeVore and Brian McFaul
head. the IInebacking crew with
promising
sophomores
Dave
8emmelback
and Jack Muhlbeler as reserves.
Jim Mickelson and ~n Murl,
a pair of ail-league second-team
pir,ks last fall, return In the
secondary
for their
senior
seasons along with Jim Janhunen,
.

Center Guy Bingham
will
anchor the offensive line, with
holdover
Tim Hook,
junior
college recruits
John Price,
Mark Elckelman and Jim Duff
solldiylng the line.
The defense will be led by
tockJe Steve Fisher and linebackers Scott tv1orton and Dave
Gleason, a trio of ail-league
picks last year. Seven other
starters return, Including lineman Sam Martin,
linebackers
Carm Carterl and Kent Clausen
and deep backs Ed Cerkovnik,
Greg Dunn, Scott Ferda and
Kelly
Johnson.
The Grizzly
secondary
led the Big Sky
Conference wlth 24 Interceptions In 1977.

'~""

._,,'

..

with his more experienced club.
If the ball bouncescorrectty with
tv1ontana, the Grizzlies have an
excellent opportunity to improve
their showings of the past two
seasons.
The Grizzlies
should
be
formidable.
on offense
with
tlrst-team AII-BSC running
Monty Bullerdlck
returning.
The senior rushed for . 1002
yards
tast season for the
second-best total In the leagueand 13th nationally.
Fullbacks'
Grant
Kleckner
(426 yards
rushing)
and Doug Egbert
return to help.
selor quarterback Tim Kerr
will again guide the offense as
"he ranked second in the Big

baCk

Coach Carlson, who has lost
10 games the past two seasons
by a total of 57 points Including
four by two points or less, Is
hoping for better luck in 1978

J-st

in passing (1097 yards with 82
completions) and third in total
offense (149.3 yards per game)
in 1977. Kerr missed spririg
drills
with
knee. problems,
meaning sophomore Rocky Klever and junior Bob Boyes should
have an excellent opportunity to
grab the No. 1 spot. Second-,
team all-league receiver Vern'
Kelly heads the pass catching
crew after grabbing. 42 passes
for 539 yards in 1977 for the
league'S second-best total. JunIor <;olIege recruit Jim Hart led
the nation In pass receiving last
fall with 70 catches for Napa,
Calif. JC. Junior tight end Allen
Green is' also back after 22
receptions last season.

Other hopefuls In the secondary
include
senior
~erry
Bladow
and
Juniors
Mike
III1cLeocl and Stu Dodds.
The 1978 season
should
produce another fine football
team at tv10ntana State. The
Bobcats return with a powerful
running game and an expertenced defense. The opening
three .games of their season
appear tough with non-league
gaines agaln'st· powerful North
Dako\a, North Dakota State and
Texas A&I, then comes Boise
State. If tv10ntana State is 3-0
Sept. 3O,ttl'ere's gonna be one
hell
of a game
televised
regionally from Bozeman,Mon-

!..

tana;

004
Montana
.' Coach Gene carlson

begins his
third season at tv10ntana with 39
lettermen. returning, . Including
six offensive and nine defensive
starters from 1977 when, the
Grizzlies
finished
4-6 overall
and 1-5 In Big SkY play. With
experience and depth In skill
positions, Montana wiH face the
task of rebuilding
on the
offensive line and adding depth
to the 'defensive front. several
fine Junior college transfers and
highschool recruits will Join the
fold and should give Immediate
help, particularly
on the offerr
sive line.

. ,
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No. 5 Weber St.at.e
The 'Cats return 23 lettermen
from last season's 4-&{) team,
and without the fruits of an
excellent recruiting season appear to be solid in every
position. A total of eight
lettermen were lost, to graduation.
Heading the list of returnees
is Dennis Duncanson; a free
safety who won every possible
honor last fall. Duncanson was

The Wildcats' grid fortunes
rnadea dramatic turnaround In
1m, and the optimism continues for 1978 under second-season coach Pete Riehlman. Weber
State returns most of the
elements of the nation's number
3 Division II passing attack; a
bona-fide All-American candidate; and improved height,
speed and numbers at every
position.

the second-leaguetackler on the
team, had '10 interceptions to
lead the Big Sky and to rank
third nationally, and was responsible for seven other tumovers.
.
Giving the WIldcats great
overall strength .in the secondary are returnees Mike Rosky
(no. 3 in interceptions last fall in
the SSC) and Doug BatterShill.
WSC's pass' defense was the
best in the Big Sky last season
and ranks as one of the team's
strongest areas again this
season.

Weber's passing attack accumulated more yardage than
any previous
in the
school's history last fall. Most of
the men responsible for the
aerial act are back for 1978,
including Morris Bledsoe, who
was the first-team AII-BSC
quarterback last fall. Bledsoe
led the conference in both
passing (1,895 yards with a 52.7
completion percentage and nine
touchdowns) and total offense
(174.8 yards per game). He was
fifth nationally in passing and
12th in totai offense. If anything

tearn

0.6
Idaho

E

i,'

haPpensto Bledsoe, Weber has
a talen,tedreplacement In senior .,
John Lockett, who passed for
502 yards last seasonwith a 54.7
completion percentage and two
scores.
The pass receiving crew will
be led by AII-BSC tight end
Kent Critchlow and wide receiver Scott Thomas. Critchlow
caught 33 passes and provided
excellent blocking. Thomas had
30 receptions and ranked ninth
nationally in punt returns (13.5).
Overall, the Wildcats have four
starters returning on-offense,
including guard Rory Meyers
and tackle Bob Leigh.
Duncanson and linebacker
Tim Evans, a pair of first-team
all-league picks, head the list of
six returning starters on defense
along with Battershill, Rosky,
and tackles Mike McLeod and
Curt Ostlund. Evans led the
team in tackles last season with
145 total stops.
Although the team looks to be
the best in several seasons, the
caliber of competition may be
the best ever faced by a Weber
State football team. Besides a
rugged six-game BSC schedule,
the WIldcats face Division I-A
opponents Fresno State, Utah
adn Utah State on the road, and
'Division II power North Dakota
State.

First year l1ead coach Jerry
oavitch inherits an Ed Troxel
team that posted-a 3-8 mark
overall and was 2-4 in the Big
Sky. Six offensive and three
defensive starters along .with
. twenty-five lettermen return
from lastyear's frustrating season.
. Davitch will have his hands
full rebuilding the offensive and
defensIve linea, where only
second-team all-league. offensive tackle Larry Coombs and'
Tom Randel, another starting
tackle, along with defensive
tackle return.
Quarterback Rocky Tuttle is
back after rushing for 348 yards
last season and passing for 543
yards on 34 completions. Tuttle
will be backed up by junior
redshirt JIlY Goodenbour and
sophomore Mike McCurdy.

The most importantthing in your llte
right now, is probably not your bank.
And thot's as it should be.
Youoren't here to worry about
your bank. But your bank
should be hereto worry
about you.
.
And we are.
That's the'First Security
feeling. Confidence, security,
trust. If you're from anyone of
over 100 Intermountain cities,
you may have grown up with.
that feeling. And you have
every right to expect it here.
Even if First Security was not
your bank at home, we want
to be your bank here.

('

Corne in.

The running game, if the
offensive IInedevelops, will be a
strong point for the Vandals
with the return of Robert Brooks
and Tim Lappano. Brooks has
rushed for 1474yards during his
Idaho career and topped' the
tearn In rushing
both a
sophomore end a junior. Lappano led the team last fall with
the Big Sky's third-best rushing
total of 846 yards as the Vandals
had the league'S second-best
rushing attack (231.3 yards a

HOURS:
Lobby: 9:30 a.rn, - 5:00 p.rn., Monday thru Thursday
9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.rn., Friday
Drive-in: 8:30 a.rn. - 6:00 p.rn., ~onday thru Friday
ADDRESSES:
1119 North 9th s.treet. (Ma~\l Offl.ce)
Drive-In: 9th and Banno~
80 South Oole Road (Broadbent Office)
421 North DIehard (Orchard Avenue Office)

as

16th and State Streets
2601 Cassia (Vista Office)
7700 Fairview (Westgate Office)
3301 Ghlnden Blvd. (G·arden.City Office)

game).
The passIng game, headed by
Tuttle, will be a Davltch
headacheall season long unless
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can refine his quarterbacks'
Ing techniques. Therecelvg crfNI will be headed by Kirk
lien, who caught 31 passes for
yards,·wlth Mike Hagadone
elplng out.
..
Defensively the Vandals. reurn only. linebaCker
Robert
fferty,
back Rick Linehan
ol.\g with tackle Steve Parker.
Inetlan and Cafferty were the
op two tacklers last season with
re than. 114 stops each.
ReserVe linebackers Dan. Cozzetto and Chris Eads should
help the problem of so few
returning starters.
Djl.vitch spent most of the
sprlOO finding out the abilities
of his players, meaning .several
of the returning players might
find themselves
at different
positions In 1978. Idaho will
have an optlon-oriented
offense
and a 5-2 defensive alignment
this season. The Vandals face a
tough schedule, especially opening season road games at San
Jose State, Washington
State
and Wichita
State.
If the
newness of Davltch's program
can't fit In with the old, It'il be a
long season for this first year
coach.

No~7 Idaho State

women

Fall sports for
"Season No.2" olBud Hake's
rebuilding
program at Idaho
State continues with 29 lettermen returning, Including eight
offensive
and six defensive
starters from last season's club
that finished with a 3-8 mark
and a surprising 2-4 Big Sky
record.
Hake and his staff rejected
the notion of an instant ~Inning
program based on junior college
recruiting
as ISU decided to
press forward with their freshman-oriented program by signing 40 high school products and
only four junior college transfers.
Hake said, "Many
of the
freshmen will be thrown tnto
action immediately,
but it will
take time for most of them to
mature. We did gat size and
speed in the areas we needed It
most."
Heading the list of offensive
returnees
are running
back
Eddie McGill and quarterback
Mlck Spoon. McGill rushed for
801 yards last season while
Spoon completed 68 passes for
824. yards and seven touchdowns. The Bengal running
game will be ImpIVved with the
return of Don Woolley, Bruce
Bachmeier and Kevin Willard.
Woolley rushed for 347 yards
and led ISU In receiving with 19
catches,
while
Bachmeier
rushed
for 273. yards
and
Wellard
led the 1976 Bengal
tearn . with 462 yards, Greg

Smith
will
return
at wide
receiver after catching 16 passes
last year for 209 yards.
Center Preston Nichols anchors the offensive, line with
other returning starters. guard
Tom Townsend
and tacklt
Warren
Whitaker.
Holdover
guard
SCott Badavlnac
and.
junior college transfer Bob Ryan
will help solidify the line while
the battle for tight end~ wide
open.

_~~

Defensively, ISU returns taokle Mike Johnson and end Mark
Tuson to the line while Greg
. Landgord and Neal Richards
will be the top linebackers with
Don Schroeder
helping
out.
Brett Helmandollar
and Mike
Allison are the most experienced deep backs
along with
converted
quarterback
Steve
Holzer. In the kicking game ISU
returns Jeff Fillmore and Holzer
ranked No. 2-3 In the Big Sky
Conference punting last season
with 41.0 and 39.9 averages,
respectively.
Hake doesn't expect all his
freshman
to make
instant
contributions
In 1978, but the

Intramu rals

WOMEN
are all

set to. go with the opening of
school. Cross Country,
Field
Hockey, and Volleyball are the
women's spons activities
for
fall. Coaches of all three tearns
said, "Any women Interestedare Invited to come to the
opening
meetings
and
practices. "
Cross Country
begins
its
second year as an organized
sport
at BSU
with
Basil
Dahlstrom as coach. Dahlstrom
said the first meeting and work
out will be at 3 pm on August
30th at the main gymna~.Ll!m.
Field Hockey, coached by Jane
Van Wassenhove, .will hold its
first meeting the day after Labor
.Day, Tuesday, September 5th,
in the gym.
Field
hockey
practices will be from 3:30 to
5:30 daily.
Volleyball,
with new coach
Kendra Falen, held an organizational
meeting
on August
22nd. Coach Falen· stressed, .
howevei, "I still want to know of
women who are Interested In
playing Volleyball."
Practices
will be held daily on Monday,
Wednesday,
and Friday frorr;t
1:30 to 3:45 and on Tuesday and
Thursday from 3:45 to 6:00 pm. .

. September 13 Is the cut-off
date for submitting fall rosters
tor this year's Intramural action.
.Among the events scheduled
are men's and women's flag
football, coed softball and a
single
elimination
tennis
tournament.
Each flag football tearn will
field eight men, but roster sizes
are open. The same rules apply
to the powderpuff tearns,while
cooed softball
teams
must
consist of five men and five
women.
SChedules will be
posted by Friday, Sept. 15, for
Spat. 18 play.
The single elimination
tournament will consist of men's
and, women's singles, doubles,
andmixed doubles. Times and
sites will be determined
by
participants.
Rosters and information
are
available
at the
Intramural
I Office,
G 203A or by calling
385-1131.
Featuring

~

ATHLETiC SHOES

SPORT
~
LifE
Phone: 343-0371

young club faces Utah State and
Utah on foreign turf their f1.-st
two games this season. In facing
these two Utah tearns, Mr. Hake
can expect two openIng losses
and an extremely long season.

451 MAIN SmEET
P.O. BOX 0281
BOiSe; IDAHO 83707

BLIJEJEANS
TRADE IN SALE
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Every

pair or BLUE JEANS In

YOUR OLD PAIR 01" BLUE
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$2

In

on "any"

tst quality nl!w

pair of blue leans we carry Jeans,cords, pre-washed.
We.don't
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WORTH

care, what shape your pants are m, bul they
must be laundered Remember, only one pair
- . may be traded rn on each new pair.
.
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TATE& JERRY: Colle

•

As we

look out onto the
nation's collegiate football field,
we find not one, but two
Division I's. Two, entirely
dlffereQt ballgames, say we,
and each worth of the some
note. This week, before the five
month ritual of leather oval
REALLY begins, Tate takes a
look at the blggles, while Jerry
bears down and tackles the new
and Intriguing Division I-M. To
wit:

by Tate Simmons and Jerry
Richards

Good afternoon, sports tans,
and welcome once again to the
wide world of College Football
Quaslgnostimancy, brought to
you by Tate and Jerry, authors
of a 154-45-2 (.n1 average)
season in 19n.
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2.50 Per Person Free skotes
Dance on Our Portable Dance Floor
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Have
an
'Ice
Time

ICE SKATING
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1771 WildWood
Boise, Idaho 83704
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Special Events - Jeans Night
BladesT-Shirt Night
AND MUCtl MORE

TATE'S TOP TEN'
,
ALABAMA has the nod from
most major polls and there's no
deviation here. Besides playing
in a relatively lackluster conference,' the' Tide has a plus In
All-American candidate' Jeff
Rutledge, who did a very
non-Bear Bryant job; tossing
1,518 yards, out a wishbone no
less. Barna flexes its muscles
against nowhere Nebraska this
Saturday night, whlcli should
prove to be a yawner, but the
indication is that Bryant's
Crimsdn Tide isn't going to fall
early, as have past pre-season
favorites.
#2) MICHIGAN has everything
going their way, except a
conference that'll lie down and
roll over upon command, l.e.,
the likes of Ohio State, and the
up and coming Minnesota. But
the Wolverines do have quarterback Rick Leach, returning for
his fourth year at the helm, and
fullback Russel Davis to slam
the daylights
out of any
defensive line. As usual the
season is glorified practice
session until the Ohio State
game, which perennially decides the Rose Bowl represen-.
tative. Excepting the Sept 23
tussle with Notre Dame, in
South Bend, the Wolverines will '
fare well. Maybe even undefeated, hmm?

#3~ OKLAHOMA. is. the enlgmati, giant of this lot;' constan.l;: winning, but likely
brooding at the same time. Last
year it looked like the Sooners
all the way ~J the national title.
,until Texas popped up out of
nowhere and sent them sputtering. There's no one on the
schedule this fall that should
bring tears to coach Barry
Switzer's eyes, unless it's his
own team puttering through the
year half-dazed with a "who
gIVes a damn" attitude. But like
any other giant who has seen
the bottom and likes tho top
much better, the Soonerswill go
far, maybe higher than third.

#4)

NOTRE DAME is the
defending national champion,
but that doesn't mean much to
the people of South Bend unless
they repeat Quite frankly,
there's nothing particularly
awesomeabout this year's club.
There's nothing awesom about
Joe Montana at, quarterback
either. He had « whale ofa
supporting cast last time around, but the likes of Ken
Macaffey and guard Ernie
Hughes are gone for bigger and
better things. Montana Is going
the route of his illustrious
predecessors. .at quarterback:
make It big' in school and
disappear forthwithin the big
time. It's all in the supporting
cast Granted the troops are
, there In South Bend, but that's
as far as it goes.

eB II
#5) OHIO STATE will go the
non-traditional route and open
up the air lanes a bit more, but
when things get testy in the Big
Ten trenches, Woody .Hayes
calls. upon the ground crew .to
sweep away stubborn opponents.Quarterback Rod, Gerald
should begin to open up the air
game some,but his legs are
better than his rusty, almost
forgotten arm. Yes, and Ron
Springs is on hand at tailback,
with Joel Payton carrying on
fine memories of Matt Snell and
other cruising crushers at
fullback. Add an up and coming
line to your list and an always
sticky defense, and you see that
, OSU Is a heavy pick to go all the
way. But it comes down to that
November 25 game with conference co-bully Michigan, in
Columbus.
SOME OLJfSIDERS LOOKING
IN:
#6 Arkansas, a flash in the pan.
#7 PennState Is tops In the east.
118 Colorado has' clear sailing
until the Oklahoma game. #9
Washington Istops in the Pac 10
this year, but shares the
Arkansas stigma. And #10
Texaswas stung by Notre Dame
In last year's Cotton Bowl and
should spend the remainder of
the year licking their wounds.

1555 Broadway
Boise, Idaho
344-3691

~ow FullS.tvlce
Eating & Drinking
Estc~~~~!,.!!'ent
.' SPECIALS
·....·........·..·..·s·unday··&j·lgtif ..···..·..·:·..·....·..·u'Tu·es·day· ..······..
11 Burgers
Ramburger Plus 3'.1il
9 PM Till Closing
Seafood
LB for
.. Wheel of Fortune
Steaks
i'-'
Omelettes
8 oz Top Plus'
WednesdQ¥
Sandwiches
..Night
LBfor
Salads
MQndav
Ladies Night
..
Ice Cream Drinks
9 PM TmClosing
Velvet Hammer
T equilla Nights
Brandy Alexander
All Tequilla drinks '.
TumbleWeed

1
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At.hletic Exploitation

stlrn t

III

SI
JERRY'S TOP FIVE
Meanwhile, welcome for the
first time to the wonderful,
WcICkY world of Division I-M
football, new home of some of .
the meanest Southern teams
fNer unnoticed by the Big Press,
some of the smartest Eastern.
teams ever to drop out of
Division I·A, and some of the
most' consistently
powerfOl
Western teams ever to hop out
of the Division II
pond. Add a
little regional television coverage, consider the fewness af
numbers (only 37 schools In the
entire cOuntry) and you end up
with what could be one of the
more explosive situations college football has yet found.
#1) JACKSON STATE. You
may not know this, but Jackson
State led-that's right-led the
country in total defense last
year; and coach W.C. Gordon
wouldn't have it any other way.
Last year's entire Iinebacking
'corps, anchored by Phillip
Perkins, and a secondary that
was 6th in the nation in
interceptions, will Insure the
Tigers' well-being in that area,
while a solid ottenslveIlrie will
allow OB Tony Harris to open up
a normally conservative option
attack. Jackson State, heaven
help us, will be even meaner
than its illustrious soul-brother,
Grambling.
112) SOUTH CAROLI NA STATE.
A little further east,· South
Carolina State will keep on
·running. Nate Rivers, a scrambling quarterback who last year
was the second leading rusher
on a Bulldog team that led
Division II In rushing, will be
safe along with the lightning
running back' Charles BurgeSs
behind a line that features two
all-ronference players. Meanwhile, much of a 5th ranked
defensive corps returns, with
specialty In pass coverage but.
no small skill against the rust.
And besides that, coach Willie
Jeffries is just plain used to
winning, darn it!
113) LEHIGH. Last year's Division II champs, Lehigh, lost a
lot when passing madman Mike
Rieker graduated. Still, it won't
take much of a OB to keep .
Winning behind four-sixths of
last year's steamroller offensive
line, plus receiver flash Steve
Dreider, who caught 72 passes.
There are lettermen to fill.every
position for coach John Whitehead's defense·that held Jecksonville State scoreless in the
tltle game. Hardly what you'd
call the average rebuilding year.
114 NORTHERN ARIZONA.
Remeber that laugher Northern
Arizona team that Joe Salem
loaded with freshmen three
years ago? Well, Joe's stili
laughing,aJong with 18 retumIng starters, most of them
three-year lettermen. Bill Holst,
a canny Junior, will probably be
handing the ball off a lot to Carl
Golden and Allan Clark, with a
monstrous line cracking· a few
walls. A league-leading rush
defense will make sure the
Lumberjacks don't get walked
over.
#5) MASSACHUSEITS. Poise
is the name of the game with
Bob Pickett, who takes over the

outstanding offensive players
return, Including Ali-America
guard Bruce Kimball
and
fullback Hank Sareault, but
graduation has rldd!ad the
offense. several players injured .
last year return to shore up the
defense, centered around middle linebacker Joe Mclaughlin.
Coaching will have to keep this
dark horse team near the top,
and If Pickett can't handle it,
heaven help the University of
Massachusetts.
'
Breakout
possibilities:
GRAMBLING
(obviously),
BOISE STATE (but, of course),

BY

NEVADA-RENO (why not?),.
TENNESSEE TECH (toughies)
and NORTH CAROLINA A&T
(0 Lord, look out!).

Next week, Tate and Jerry will
start full force In predicting both
the Big Power and Big Sky
football games, so keep that dial
tuned.

teotuo

When entering the renovated
basement facilities ot women's
athletics, one senses bridges
being burned. Out of arnaIe
oriented past bounds a modern
women's athletic program, adorned .with training rooms,
lounges, 8J.lda freshly painted
locker room. Really nicel is
your Initial reaction. Yet,
somewhere beneath the glittered trappings of confidence
you can detect a subtle flaw. A
victimized Innocence emerges
from the staff's coaching ph.llosophies, an attitude entrenched
within the "Winning
Isn't
. Everything" tradition.

Upon requesting individual
statistics, features on future
prima donnas, and last year's
won-lost. percentages, you are
immediately
rebuked with
classic one-liners, "Won-lost
records aren't important." "I
don't like the concept of one
exceptional player."
"There
are no stars." It then becomes
blatantly apparent that the
Boise State Women's Athletic
Staff has been tossed Into a
competitive arena; an arena in
which they may not wish to
particlpater••

===......
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HAVE WE GOT A MEAL FOR YOU
HEY, BiG EATER! Are bologna and peanut
butter sandwiches your staples? Add some
milk to that, eat all you want, and we'll be
willingtobet we're cheaper every meal.
than what you're paying. For the price of
bologna, peanut butter, bread and milk, you
could be chowing down on hot pizza,
thick hamburgers ...homemade soup, fresh
crisp salads with gobs of blue cheese,
fresh-out-of-the-oven brownies, and all
the ice cream you can scoop out of a tub.
SOUND GOOD?
We're your University campus
cafeteria people. Come see us
,;;,-and we'll show you how!

aI

I

Massachusetts reins after several years as a Minuteman
defensive coordinator. Pofse Is
what this team will have to have
If they are to repeat as Yankee
C'Amference Champs. several
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THE MEAL DEALS
e TERRIFIC :.O!

You eat: 20 meals a week. You pay: $889.00'per year. That equals 655
meals. Price per meal? $1.36 ... INCREDIBLE!
.'

o FABULOUS 14!

Youeat: any 14 meals a week. You pay: $869.00 per year. That equals
458 meals. Price per meal? $1.89 ... SPECTACULAR!

G

TANTALIZING 101 You eat: any 10 meals a week. You pay $819.00 per year. That equals
326 meals. Price per meal? $2.51 ... EXCELLENT!
.

Sign up for a meal plan today and say;

G

0

lmade .a meal deal
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Exploitation
.....
cont.

II

by Marianne

POOtlng through their' incorrigable position, you can readily
envision the future: Vicious
crowds absurdly demanding
championship seasons, administrators haggling over won-lost
records (determiningpayscales),
a handful of ghetto blacks
representing recruiting war
victories, or perhaps three
phenoms with the accompanying transcript violations.
One can be certain that our
futuristic propositions wUI some
day be a reality. A women's
department mired In the super
hype of athletic exploitation.
Years from now we can all aptly
state, "Isn't it a shame what's
happened
to
women's
athletics."
•
For now, let the sincerity with
which these reluctant warriors
pursue their tender illusions
help us to believe that perhaps
their coaching staff's philosophical' ideals can come true.
Winning be damned.
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HollY-Film Electtifi&sll
Flagg

Producing rock movies was
enough to guarantee past
filmmal<ers hardening of the
arteries - but no morel With the
success of Jesus Christ Superstar and Tommy, producers'
found an eager, young market.
for celluloid rock, Just waiting at
the box office window. And one
of Hollywood's
latest rock
musical, The Buddy Holly Story,
was worth waiting for.
The show's creators show
.thoughtful concern for the man
and his music, and have
produced a dignified
and
profiable film by recreating the
highlights of Holly's short, .but
brilliant,
career .. The film
shows. him growing up In
parochial Lubbock, Texas, chid.ed by his elders for playing
"be-bop", a style of music
popular at the time-mostly with
blacks and teenage whites. The
movie traces his move to New
York, his clashes with record
company execs, his marriage,
and the widespread successthat
his music generated.
This film focuses on. the
electrifying portrayal of Holly
by actor Gary Busey. Aside from
a striking physical resemblance
to Holly, Busey is a musician
and singer as well. His talent,
combined with his vitality and
drive, makes Busey's portrayal
toUching'and real. While Busey
is the cement that holds this film

i

,I
i

. '.together, the bits and piecesare
Stroud
and Charles Martin Smith offer
solid support as Holly's back-up
group, The Crickets.. The
musical sequences, particularly
live performances, are' especially exciting.
- There are moments, however,
when Robert Glttler's screenplay falls tlat. During a few of
the non-musical scenes, the
screen 15full of long pauses-and
dead air. The onscreenelectriolty could be better contained
with a stronger dialogue frame'work.
Overall, this movie does
Buddy Holly's memory' and
music justice. Few biographies
can bring to life the character of
a man as effectively as this film
. does. For a generation whose

"'r not too bad either. Illn

all-black Apollo Theater, and
was one of the first to produce
his own records.
If Hollywood continues to
make rock and roll movies like
The Buddy Holly Story, It will
captivate rock fans everywhere.

only exposure to Holly's music
15 through contemporary remakes, The Buddy Holly Story
offers everyone the chance to
see a recreation of history In the
mal<ing. He became the first
white performer to play the

Saudi King
Discovers

Deatlephobia
(CPS) Capitol Recordsreports
that King Khalld of saudi
Arabia is reportedly furious at
discovering Booties fans in his
desert kingdom and has sent a
memo to the Saudi Arabia.
, Airlines about the "spreading of
the sinful Beatlesphenomena."
He cautioned the airlines to be
on {he alert for "the growing of
long hair, long sideburnes, and
long fingernails"
which he
describes as symptoms of the
dreaded Beatlemania. The king
also warned the airlines that
•'those who continue Beatllng
should be subject to punishment;"

the student body of
BOiSE
STATE
. To hear about some unusual career opportunities available to men and women-while they stay in school and
after .thev graduate. Marine Corps career programs-in
data processing. telecommunications. avionics. finance.
business management. to name just a few-are among
the best offered in or out of the military. Find out all the
facts. when yvevisit your campus:
.1

TUE. - FRI.,

AUG 29th -Sept

9':30 am

'1st

To 2:30 pm

SUB

AlL B.S.U, AFFILIATES.
WELCOOE

COME AND
EXPERIENCE

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
FIRST ANNUAL

Back to School\,Vestem Bar-B-Que
SJlOClSOflld

by
Student flesldentlallife
AS8SU

/

/.

CHAMOIS
SInRT
Heavyweight cotton chcrnors cloth shirts With supersoft

.$2000

sheared-nap hrnsh. Laroe patch pockets With buttoned
'laps. elctra long toil. A wilderness classic.

COLORS; CAMEL, BROWN, RUST, GREt:N
& RED. 5-M-L-XL

'. .-

USE OUR CONVENIENT
CHARGE OR LAYAWAY

--
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ot!J31DAHOST:

7

ROB

PH. 3~3.714'#

~NN~D~~nL9P.M.

.,22-T1w

Universit,y Arbiter'
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
5:00 to 6:30

Dinner (Lamb and Baron 01 Beel)

5:30

President Kaiser to address students

6:00 to 7:00

GalTl£ls(Prizes lor Winners)

7:00 \0 10:00

Music. Dancing and Beer

10:15001>112:00

Adjourn over to the outside of the BSU Special Events Genter
lor 2 movies:
1. Laurel & Hardy':" "The Flying Dueces"
Charlie Chaplin - "Tillles Punctured Romance"

f'

Alii meaJ Hekel holders admitted free for food.
.AII others $3.50.
Lambs donated by the Idaho Woo Igrowers Assoc.
~~~~~;~l~E'~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~
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GR~AS~,
~S# Pt;~~RS
~ SP~CI~LLY " '
/J1<.ICfD . clmng wr ' '
/ '\iI~LCOMf BACK
/ SAL.f \1
PETER FRAMPTON

THE BEE GEES

15.98 LIST

S$

Peppers''.

Lonely' W~·

Oub

Bend
C''.:'.."",

;

KerY'lJ Loggins
,

"

KENNY LOGGINS
NIGHTWATCH

'L

including:
Whenever I Call You "Friend"
Down In Tbe BoondoCKslDown 'n Dirtv
Angeliquo IEa~y Driver
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OetefiTlinate Sentences Increase Overcrowding In U.S. Prisons
Mark ShWllf1z

I' by
. .' .. ' Pc:K:iflcNewt!~Ice

an

. (MilrkShwartz Is.
.edltor of
Pacific News servtce: who
'r'nonitors'criminatJ4st.leetrends,)
A new, hard-nosed judicial
'.·apprOach
'to prlson: sentencing, .
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from 17,000In January to nearly
18,200 today.
"The prison population is
going up faster. than we
predicted," said Jerry Enomoto, California correcttons
director, "and this is primarily
the result of a big increase In

law that allows a prisoner to get
a sentence{:ut In half for good
behavior.
But the picture may not be so
bright In ArIzona, where a
determinate sentencing law
takes. effect In October.. The
courts have ordered admlnlstrators to sharply reduce the

Impact

of the new sentencing
law has been."
.
The population at the MaIne
State Prison increased from 350
to 500 In' the last two years
partly because the "mood of the
times" has resulted 10 longer
,prison terms" Tilton said.

hElsapecv·.
e·.fiON>.a.I.IVn.tillly··e
tnti~ed·'·st.·.tahte·eslibethraatI
thejudge"lnsteadoftheparole
prlson:commitments
by will
the'
\dlJOOd
Vllhile,\lOfTI8
states
convict
population
the Ari.......
_,board,
which used to .be
.' courts;
If t~lskeeps iJp,we
;tt\e length
of nsveretime an
zona State
Prison In at
Florence
to
reformoi determlnatesentenCes,
. responsible for deciding when a • : fa:e5liiou~ overcroWtllnir Md.
ex
Vi~ust seXveon parole,
avoid overcroWding.·
pJ, a
.".'haScresuited
In dangerously
prisoner should, berelea,sscf.'
"eidensi,vedOllble-cE!IIi~9:'i~JUSL
~I.
h
ellml~ted
parole
resLiVt,th~
legislature
has
. ,0ver-croWdoo,VOJiltlle
prtson •
'''There is very little sym~hY,.·
a fewlnonthS/~.,:.
,< 'and
all orms of., post-prison,
a1located·about $30 million for
conditions'tTo:m ~!foh,lfa. to..
for the prisoner h\lInosfpart~of,o,
~llJtio"-,:/~0~~9 :.:/'"
I·plannin.g
and. construcnon of
Mahle.' . ", " ,: ".
.. .
' . the' cciuntrY. Jud es .are being, .
believes,· IsJo-;:allocat~. rrore : / ,
new:r.nst.,
.I.tutJ.OI'lOnss"
. ut ev..
en.Wlth
. 'IroniCalIy, ~the deten:nlriate
'QuSted In an unpr 'tEidWay'
'iTI9i!W4otllew:pi"isOri
ixlriSi!JO:':
that" a ltPokesman' for. the
SentencinglpWs:~
by ..f~r',.
·OOcauseof. court'" f;hlng: (citl.
:tion;sornettilrn;J O'li:>Ststat~~e ..,de~n1ent
.·ofcOrr~lon~
..In
states,~lch
wereii'itendEid to,;
zen groupg) and .. t.that~'!',: ..' ':
derildedly'u.nwUlingt.c) 00, i'i··
'Phdeni.xexp~~concerriover
frustration and antietylil,,'
David P(ltr'Occhl' i:l..CaIlfornia
: RObert·C9t~y.·sp'<*(l$man',fqr
. . whether the stl1!e "will be able
. "prisonll,
alreadY' might be;~'
Department 0'. f'. 1i'l'ecilonsi.re- ..' the illinois Sta~epnson system,
'. to'~k P up with a 'constantly
: "conlributing
to' .even WorSe
search.ar.· saJd.'~h. ,"Op·e'pf't.tle.:,'
which ; was',rocked by,viole"ce
. '... ' , Joe' 'hig prison popul~tlon."
.:. ': cOnqiilons,acoording to Psnal
thirpgsthathas.
ways'Qe¢Qan,.,
Jh!ssum~~i',:'said:.II11~ol~1
' ,
','A ng oth~r provisiqns, th!'l
. . speGialists. . AncHn' the near
unk,no'imfactor I ·t1:16
elf,eCtsof, . pnSOnsare"\'alreadYsever~lyi t
bi
'Mluld eliminate! federal
t en
\.'

'.
,

averaglngundertheindeterminate laws. Thus, as more
convicts stay In prlson longer,
the populations will swell.'
.Thedetermlnatesentence, said
Phil Gut~rie, spokesmanfor the
CallfomiaDepartment of Correctlons, "puts the heat right on
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Bur~u ot' PriSonsdirector:"
state's 10 prisons,
estl·'·
,
Indications
are thaflt will I.
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..
" " "1
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'tt1e... ·ll.':'Jl'i~f.the !nct!1ent, . I
~leb6ard.OnereasOo
tthe I p:ISO~now hold .29.000 con- .
federal government and other
JUdlclaiCouncn,oU~alif0t"Ia.
".,,; .•meexpe.~len~)n
Mtl)n~tll~;.
lltable pppulation C9~IQbe.
vl~s,/an inereaseof~ut ..6,OO? .
states' .are considering similar
"Also," said acouncllspokW,.,.g~·,state,t~lp~.\t\J,te
~rmln...t' dlana'sllberal
..~,tln'le"
,!llneE11975.,
.'
'.:,
.
laws. .
man, It's more· attractive; to .
:,aw· ~tf!f1,~IJlg.--refJ¢cts,.con!:li'.,\,. '.
/'
,'
The pur~fthelawslstocrEl8te
, plead gul/tv now that your
.'itlons In' QIllfomla.,and·lIJi09ls'
a uniform, lessarbitrary method
S8fJtencewiil \be limited to 16'· .lbufon.ia·Tuc:hllmaller"Scale.
of sentencing than was dealt out
• months or t....
l) years-ininus'
"We . h~~e . ·e~perl.encecf .a
by'indetermlnate sentencing.
good time. '.'.
5lgnlfican~ Irw.r~ln
t~ adult
..'
For example, Insteadof handing
Callfomla state' courts sent
prison' popUlation, ~d ~er"
.
doWna sentence of one year to
more than 4,400 male felons to'
. Tilton" asslst8l).J .drrect~t_ of; . • /
life for armed robbery, a judge
prison In the first. half .of this
MaI~e s. pr~bation . and ~ule '..
might give a fixed sentence of
year, the highest sl,,-month total
diviSion.
At our t~. (maI.n
four years.
'
In CallfOI1)Ia"history and a 22
adult Institutions, we va gone
.But an unexpected result haS
percent Increase over the sarnefrom
not being overerowdedto ,
been that public pressure has'
period·ln1977 .. The total state
overcrowded. But we're stili
led jiJdges to set longer
male prison populatIon jumped.
trying to figure out just Whatthe
sentences than convicts were.·
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Boise's Progressive Carnera Store'
We Are 'We Are Your Specialists' In

PENTiUf

..

I

All 35 MM Cameras and
. lens(3s We Sell Carry
,
Our Exclusive 5-YearWarranty

lHE

s

Amps.
Drums

Guitars
Ibanez
Gibson
. Pro I 1
Rickenbacker
Yamaha
plus more

'

Full li'l~ of
accessories all .
at discount prices

._Minolta

EA4<J

•

8Q9WestBannock
Boise .343-0180

61-0 FRONT St

.BOISE,fD.
quality

Instruments

for strummers,

drummers & otherS

j
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by Chuck Bufe

It's that time again-time to
head for the ARBITER office,
put ..on a POt of coffee, and
shackle myself to a typewriter.
My' first column is due, and
· Il(itu'r'ally I've waited until the
'd<1-y~fore the deadline to start
on 1(lt was only to be expected.
*

... *

*

· . The. Catholic Church has
altai ned a degree of infamy in
ecentyears for its opposition to
··'artififfial" -.methods of birth
·co.iltrol!(me3ninganything other
.'than abstmence or Vatican
· Roull3tte-the .rhythm method),
and its attempts-to deny women
ille right to abortion. Becauseof
.ltie,Churcl}~s positions on these
.' and other' matters, many feminists h.~ve charged that the
Church/Is mysogynistic. They.
· could be right. The August 25th
issueof the IDAHO REGISTER,
"Idaho's Catholic Weekly,"
contains' a' ohotc of Jimmy
Stewart and a Collie dog above
the following caption: "MOVIE
LEGEND-Actor James Stewart, .
•who has.starred opposite some
of the screen's most beautiful
women, has one of the all-time
beauties opposite him in the
current, box office attraction,
The Magic of' Lassie.':
Hmmrn
!
* * * * * * * * *
One of th&"joys" of my job as
an associate editor is the daily
task of wading through several
pounds of news releases. Most
of them regard such earthshattering events as the Leprosy
Association's proclamation of
National Leprosy Awareness
Week, and the rest. genen:illy
consist of drivel produced in the
offices of Idaho's congressional
delegation. All of our elected
representatives show a distinct
talent for turning out tripe, but
$anator Frank Church is in a
class by himself. Rarely does a
day go by that I fall to receive a
communication from the
ator Imparting such Important
Information as, "washington,
August 21-5enator
Frank
Church praised senate ectlon
approving an amendment increasing funding for repair and
replooement of obsolete, unsafe
bridges, " and, "Washington,
August
17-5enator
Frank
Church said today he' had
spoken with President carter
about· his forthcoming trip to
Idaho. Church told· the President that .Idahoans appreciate
the recognition he Is bringing to
the Gem State In spending a .
portion of his. vacation there."
Blah. blah, blah, blah: EvidenUy the samepersori writes
all of the ....senator's .'.press
releases as. they invariably
oogln with the words, 'senator
Frank Church,!'·· NeedlesS to
say, the writing, production,
and distribution of slich "news"
releases· are all done at
taxpayers' expense.

.5.S.A.

And, while lim on the subject
of literary tripe, I recently
received an invitation to subscribe to the .Guardian, a dull,
obnoxiously
authoritarian
Marxist publication that has the
audacity to describe itself as
"the Independent radical weekly."The Guardian's staff has
evidently learned a few tricks
from their capitalist competitors, as their advertisement
announces, "For those not
familiar with uS...we want you
to
start
subscri bl ng
at
ABSOLUTELY NO FINANCIAL
RISK WHATSOEVER. Just fill
out the enclosed .coupon... " If
you're still· wavering after that,
they make an offer you can't
refuse, "If you send your
payment in now, we will send
you ABSOLUTELY FREE a set
of 12 photoessay postcards
depicting U.S. people in struggle.'·' What's next? "Subscribe
now and win a free trip to
Hawaii?" Don't laugh, they've
probably consideredsuch a ploy
but are simply too cheap to use
it.
********.*

RADICAL CHIC: A Marxist
monopoly game? Yep, it's for
real; it's called "ClassStruggle," 'was invented by 'Bartell
Oilman, a professorat New York
University, and sells for the
not-so-modest price of $10.95.
liKe most board games, "Class
Struggle" utilizes dice, cards,
and squares .on the board;
unlike most, It attempts to make
political points In' a heavyhanded manner. An example, re
marijuana, "While you're look'Ing at the lights inside your

head--' Groovy,
man, real
groovy'-the capitalist slips you
one of his debits."
Such
condescension,while revolting,
at I,east Is. not unexpooted,
commg as It doesfrom a Marxist
academic.
"Class Struggle"
recently
became an issue in a real class
struggle-a strike at a Brentanos
store (which serves "THE
UPPER1JMIDDLECLASS AND
THE
WEALTHY'"
ACCORDING TO Brentanos'
president) on Long ~sland. The
game became
issue after the
struck store featured it in a
window display:" the striking
workers asked Oilman and the
four other professors •who
comprise Class Struggle Incorporated's board of directors to
withdraw the game from the
Brenlanos stores. Citing financial reasons, the board decided
not to withdraw the game;
Oliman did, however, give two
copies of the game to the
strikers, and offered to donate
$300 to the strike fund and make
a personal appearance on the
picket line.
Not surprisingly, the strikers
considered the. offer "an insult." One added, '" don't
know much about Marxism, but
this whole thing has been
disillusioning to say.the least."
Meanwhile the strike contin,ues;
Brentanos has hired
gun-packing goons to Intimidate
the striking
workers,
and
-degenerates driving Alfa R0meos yell Insults at women,
pickets and have phySically
assaulted male pickets. And the
"upper-middle class and the
wealthy"
continue to buy .
"Class. Struggle" at the struck

•
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Hurry, hurry, get 'em while
they lastl There're only a few
left asnd they're going at the
bargain basement price of 50
cents each. If you're wondering
what "they" are, "they" are
the few remaining copies of "To
serve the Rich" possessed by
the Black and Red Publishing
Co-op in Detroit.
Beginning with a section called
"Fat Foods for Lean Times "
the' pamphlet instructs the
would-be server of the rich on
selection and preparatloa noting
that "the practice of serving
them demands extreme care
I· 1¥1d consideration
from the
would-be server, for the quality
and conscientiousness of one's
efforts will wholly determine the
outcome of his undertaking.
Many a fine gourmet meal has
been spoiled by simple shoddy
preparation, or Indifferent attention to the apparently insignificant details of Ingredient
mixing."
Continuing, "Fat Foods" then
gives information on where to
find the rich. It concludes with
an attempt
to allay any

misgivings of the would-be
server, "A note on brains: 'You
are what you eat' shouldn't be
taken TOO literally; unlike some.
primitivie tribesmen, you needn't fear that eating the brains of
the wealthy will endow you with
their personality traits arid
transform you overnight into an
avaricious, exploitative parasite. This Is no more possible
than the eating of cow brains
causing you to give milk and
begin moolng$"
Next come the recipes. Who
could pass up such mouthwatering delights as Hearst
Patties or Rocky Mountain
Oysters Rockefeller? And who
wouldn't want to try herlhls
hand at Making Head Cheese
from the Head Cheese?: "Sever
and quarter one employer'S
head. Clean teeth, remove ears,
brains, snout, and most of the
fat .. ."
.
Exhibiting adrnlrabte foresight, the authors of the
pamphlet next include a section .
entitled, "What To Do When
The Rich Run Out." It states,
"The rich, like all of Earth's
resources, are finite and, when
compared to the ovefall popula-
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(Thanksto SEVEN DAY5 for the
information and qeotatlons used
in the preceding artlcle.)
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Dack in the U.S.S.A.
tion of the planet, dlsmaJly.!ew.
in number. At the world's
current rate of consumplIOl:l:;'-lf
all the rich were to besh'ared
equalll among the rest of the
populace, It Is estimated that we
would be meatless 'again after.a
single meal each!
"Many of our revolutionary
friends like to point out to us
that this would have the
important side benefit of eliminating an entire classof parasites
and establishing a much more
equitable distribution' of. the
world's wealth, but what, say
we, would be the vaiue of that If
there were no more meat to be
had?"
But fortunately for us, "as

ever, nature hasa way of 'taking
up theslack' ...The rich, It tums
out, are by no means the only
ones who Insist on BEING
SERVED, in fact, they're just
the tip of tlie Iceberg. After
them corne any number of
'leaders,' 'administrators,' and
'mediators' all of whom, In one
way or another, wish to be
served. And serve them we
must ... "
More recipesfoliow, including
such taste treats as Stewed Pigs
Feet, Split Priest Soup, and
Lenin Harangue Pie: "To begin
preparation secure at least 15
small to medium lenlnists
(stalinists, maolsts or trotskyists
will all taste the same). After

Your Molenaar's

your . butcher .prepares the
lenlnists for cooking, place them
in a slow oven overnight and
they should wither away to
almost nothing but a dry
powder. Note: check once or '
twice during the night. We
found that often rather than
withering away the carcasses to
. become quite bloated and
oversized."
Want to read more? "To serve
The Rich" Is available for 50
cents from Black & Red, Box
9546, Detroit, MI48202.lf you
write to them, ask for a list of
their publications-several of
them are well worth reading,
especially AUTHORITARIAN
CONDITIONING· SEXUAL RElI
PRESSION· AND THE IRRAlI
• TIONAL iN POLITICS ($.75),
and THE BOLSHEVIKS AND
WORKERS CONTROL ($1.00),
both by -Maurice Brinton.
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Representatives
AFTER
24 HOURS
OF
STRAIGHT
LA
TIME·
MISSING
MY 9:00 PRESS
DEADLINE
AND
MY 9:40
CLASS, THIS PAPER HAS NOT
BEEN
PROOF-READ.
SO
GOOD ,LUCK
AND
ENJOY
, OUR FIRST ISSUE.

on Campus
Rick',

Pat
[

Choose From
Our Selection of
Diamond Jewelry
Watches
Jewelers·
Earrings
Pendants
1207 BROADWAY
and much more
ONE OF YOUR "STUDENT BUYING ,POWER CARD"
REPRESENTATIVES2 BLOCKS SOUTH· OF . BRONCO
STADIUM

=---:J(

S Franklin Stubbs
Production Manager
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FRANKIE HOWERD PAUL NICHOLAS
DONALD PLEASENCE
"""STEVE MARTINASP,><.uwtLLElllSOU

v-out

A UNNERSAL

STARTS TODAYI
1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30 & 9:45

HEAVEN ~
CAN WAIT
WARREN
JULIE
BEATIV CHRISTIE

lPGI

MATINEES DAllY AT
.'
2:15,4:15, 6:15,,8:15 & 10:15 /'

OVERLAND PARK

Because Irs Back- To-Carnpus Time,we decided. to bring
you savings that \bLouldbe hard to top. You'll make friends
quickly with the easy fit and good looks of this beautiful
collection!

IpGI

RELEASE·

'

. - . . ..

. It was the Deltas
again¥ the rules'•••
the ruBes lost!

Pre ..labor Day

SPECiAL! .
NEW FALL SWEATERS

20%

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

STARTS TODAY!.

OFF

Regularly $1400 to $36.00

•

-

0

0

MATINEES DAILY AT
1:14, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45. & 9:45

••

pmlt ~.
SeLLEAS~

REVENGE

Just when you Ilwughl

it was safe 10go back
in the water...

DITtiE

tif4KPANTH£R: ~
PLus WOODY ALLEN'S
"TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN"
, . OPEN 8:30 - SHOW AT DUSK I

• Cowl Necks
• Turtlenecks
• Solid Colors
o Stripes
D Pointelles
It Embroideries
It Cardigans

• vests :
, It

o

Washable Acrylic
Sizes S - M - L

All Sweaters Featured
20 % OFF

Regularly $18.00 •....
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(photo by Patti Quong)

Au~ust 30th thru September9th

Wednesday, Aug 30

Wednesday, Sept 6

Monday, Sept 4
National Holiday -- no classes

FALL SEMESTER

TRANSITIONS,a
photo exhibit by Bill
Richmond at the University Gallery, LA
Building: through October 5.

BEGINS

ORGAN1ZATIONAL'FAIRE: SUB Snack Bar
Patio
U.S. FOREIGN POLICY CARTOON HISTORY dlsplayfhrough Sept. 17 jn . BSU
Library
WESTERN IDAHO FAIR through Sept. 2
ASBSU SENATE meets 4:00 p.m, in SUB
Senate Chambers
.

Friday, Sept 8
'BOISE UTILE THEATRE PRODUCfION
"The Seven Year Itch" begins
ANNUAL ARTS AND CRAFTS FESTIVAL
opens at noon in Julia Davis Park and 'runs
through September 10.
OUTDOOR ACfIVITIES: Climbing Clinic for
beginning and interrnediate climbers at Slick
Rock, September 8 - 10. call 385-1455 or
344-9512for information.

Thursday, Aug 31
LATE REGISTRATION
ORGANIZATIONAL FAIRE: SUB Snack Bar
Patio

Saturday, Sept 9

Friday, Sept 1
OUTDOOR ACfIVITIES: Backpacking in the
Sawtooths, Sept. 1 - 3. Open to anyone. call
385-1455or 344-9512for information. Berne
. Jackson.
BOISE GALLERY OF ART: Exhibit, Nazi
Drawings of Maurice Lasansky, Sept. 1 - 30.
ATIENTION JOGGERS: For your convenience; Bronco Stadium will be open from 7
a.m. to II p.m,

SaturdaY,Sept .2
KAIO, Channel 4: The joffrev Ballet
performs accompanied 9Y the Buffalo
Philharmonic Orchestra. 4:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Sept. 5
AUDITIONS FOR BSU THEATRE ARTS
PRODUCfION "The Boyfriend" 2:30 - 4:30
p.m. in the Nez Perce.Room of the .SUB,
through the 6th. am 385-1530.'
.
ALL CAMPUS PICNIC and games, 5 to 7
p.rn, in Julia Davis Park. Dance will follow
'from 7.to 10 p.m.'
.
CLASSICAL MOVIES: "Tillie's Punctured
Romance" and "The Flying Deuces"

.

..

BOISE PUBLIC LIBRARY presents a
children's sing along at 2 p.m.
BOISESTATE UNIVERSITY GALLERY hosts
an opening party tor TRANSITIONS artist,
"Bill Richmond at 6:30 p.m -.
FOOTBALL: Boise State University vs. cal
State at 7:30 p.m. in Bronco Stadium
TREASURE VALLEY CONCERTS presents
"Cha~pagne Jam" at the Les Boise Park 10
a.m. to 8 p.m. .
"I

. <
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Private Party Classified Adsl 4 cents Per Word/. 4 pm Friday Deadline.
ARBITER Office,. Owyhee Roon1,2nd Floor SUB
'
' for More Info _385-14~4
flUTOS'
School Bus Drivers P6NPfiLS'
DE-CLflS')IFIEDCONTEST NO.1
* Needed *
1109 Borah Ave.
I

I

1963PONTIAC GRAND PRIX. $700 or
boot offer. Air conditioning, heater,
plush, like new Interior, lilt sleerlng
wheel, power brakos and steering,
elocterlc windows and drivers seat,
radio, excellent body, primo compression, 49,OOOaetuaJmiles. YougottallOO
to believe III Call 385-1466, ask for
Shawn.

Morning '& Afternoon
344-0159

~,
BII(E~----I
LOS'TIFOUND
LOTS OF RR TRACKS? Sturdy Schwln
5-spoed for - sale cheap.
Steven
336-1923 or 385-1404.

GRf1TI~-'

----I

A column for the Arblter', readers who
have something that thay want to give
away ABSOLUTELY FREE - NO
STRINGS ATTACHED.
(Theadltor
reserves the right to edit for taste and
lengthl. There will be no charge for
these ads, supporting the Idea of gratis.
Be descriptive and Include your phone
number or address. We also need. your full name lor our records.

HELPWflNTED
REPORTERS, COLUMNISTS
CARTOONISTS BAd SAL,ESPEOPLE
-needed. An opportunity tor BSU
students to learn and EARN. Contact
the UNIVERSITY ARIlITER, second
floor of the Student Union Building, B
am to 5 pm weekdays. North end of
building.
.

"

.~ __

... ~
,

'

'-.,
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__

A3 a campus service, the Arbltor will
print genuine lost and found ads free of
charge to Its readers. Again, be
dll3Crlptlve, Include phone number or
address and your full name for our
Mr~rld~C'.'

__

---I

)
7.35 X 14mounted studtled snow tires.
$30 pair, TWl>-mantent $30. call Sally
at 342-0039 or 385-1404.

IMPROVE YO!JR GRADES!
send $1.00 for your 256-page,
mall order catalog of Collegiate
Research .. 10,250 topic listed.
Prompt Delivery. Box 25907-8,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025. (213)

4n.:s226

A boost for prisoners who want to
eorrespond with other people. Each ad
will be printed one time at no charge to .
the Inmate. It's up to you out there,
then, to keep those cards and letters
going.

PRISONER wants correspondents,
Peter J. Short, 77A576, Box B,
Dannemora, N.Y. 12929. 6'2", weight
215100, brown hair, blue eyes, Scorpio,
studying law. Will answer all. Photo, If
possible.

ROOMflTE---I
3 IlEOROOM Wood floored house In
Hyco Park area. High ceiling and large
rooms. $117 mo plus share of utilities.
1502 N 13U•. Call 344-9694 evenings or
376-0740 before 10:30 a.rn,
A3k for Mike

lfiNIES'----1
The Arblter',. soon-to-be-tamcus DoC1asslflad Contests begin with this
Issue. Every wook a new contost will be
run, with tha prizes going to the person
who fulfills the requirements as listed
In that w!l9k's classified section. The
prJzes are real, the requirements are
slmjie (In more than one sansaol the
word), and the fun begins here:

MU~IC------I
SELUNG a broken-down sears cassetta'
stereo for parts, $15; Lots 01 new parts
from when sears tried to fix It. Call
305-1464 days, 343-3OB5 nights. A3k
for Bud .

IIIilIIl!_._------~lIII5__..

the Universit.'yArbiter

A $5 Gift certificate from the Bookstore
p1ua one free (one Inch) ArbIter
classified ad to be used within the
month goes to the fl.rst person
walks Into the Arbiter office wearing a
hat on. his/her heed and stating the
oerract lime, within 15 minutes, that
the ArbItlW staff put this paper to bed.
Hint: It was in.the wee smalls. ElIch
contestant has up to eeven (7) guesses.
Present yourself. hat on head, to the
Arbiter sec;retory between 0:00 a.m.
and 5:00 p.rn,

whO

. Wednesday,

AUf!;ust. 30, 1978-27"",
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